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MEMORANDUM :

SUBJECT Microtape Name Change

DATE July 1, 1964

FROM
Computer Guidance Committee Members D. Vonada

It has became necessary to find a different name for what is presently :

called Microtape. A number of names have been considered and these
are listed below. Please review the names and either make a selection

;

: Microdise Magnimem Mitytape
Nanotape Reliatape Budgetape
Memotape Datatape Digitape
Migitape Portatape Dectape
Snapshot Tape (suggested by T. Stockebrand Handitape

Jan. 31, 1963)

DV/II

D.GITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

or add a few of your own, In either case be prepared to discuss the :

selection at the next Computer Guidance Committee Meeting. :

F

Micromag
Minitape Picotape Compaktape

Disctape Ezytape
Magfile Reeldisc Reditape
Magmem Micromem Program Tape

:



TNTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: General PDP-6 informetion DATE: July 1, 1964

TO: PDP~& Group FROM: Bob Savell

ENGINEERING:

Norm Hirst is responsible for assigning and keeping a record of 1/O device nymbers .

The silicon transistor situation is still not completely straightened out, so don't be
surprised if module orders are late, Plan accordingly.

The 834 Power Conivol is to be used fo replace the 811 and 829 Power Control
wherever possible in PDP6 systems, The 834 costs about 1/3 as much as the
817, and will be available in about 4 weeks, All Project Engineers should
incorporate this change as soon as pessible

PROTOTYPE OPERATION:

Commencing the weekend of July 3-5 Bob Brooks will be available in the plant
8:15-5 p.m. on weekends to service PDP~6.. He may be reached via the paging
system .

RES/mro
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July 1, 1964

Subjects for the Computer Guidance Committee

Gordon Bell FRO vi Kenneth H. Olsen
Members of Computer Guidance Committee

Now that the Computer Guidance Committee has a very wide and
extensive membership, | think we should plan carefully what items get brought
up there. Many items have very narrow interest and we tie up people for long
periods of time for things in which they are uninterested or in which they can-
not contribute. | suggest that we try to get as much of the work done, for which
there is a very narrow range of interest, in subcommittees or small groups. This
would then free the Committee for those items for which there is general interest
or for which it is important to be coordinated between many departments.

Tarn afraid that we tend to save very weighty subjects for the Committee
and that the apparently easy decisions get made by default, However, many of
these more-or-less easy decisions are the ones that need to be coordinated
between departments. Anytime we change standards, start a new program or a

Committee is a very useful vehicle to do it.
w product, | think this ought to be coordinated between departments and the

KHO:ech

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSCORPORATIONDic
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SUBJECT Training of Field Service Personnel on Peripheral Equipment

:

:

July 2, 1964
:

TO J. Shields H. Anderson FROM Bob Savell
K. Senior G, Bell
R. Beckman

This is to reiterate once again my often stated feelings on training of
service personnel to maintain peripheral equipment.

;
:

| feel that PDP-6 personnel must receive thorough training on all items
of peripheral equipment they are expected to maintain if they are to do
a good job of preventive and corrective maintenance. My estimate of
the time required to perform this training is minimum of one to two ;

days each for Paper Tape Reader, Paper Tape Punch, and Teleprinter,
and a minimum of three to five days for each of the other items of
peripheral equipment.

:

:

RES/II

4

MAYNARD, MASSGACMUSEDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



SUBJECT:

JO:

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

PDP-6 Prototype Operation DATE: July 2, 1964

PDP-6 Group: FROM: Bob Savell
Sales
Customer Relations
Field Service
Engineering
Systems Programming
Engineering Programming

Commencing Monday, July 6th the PDP-6 Prototype will be available for systems programmers
to use 24 hours a day except for a preventive maintenence period from 8 fo a.m.

Time required for computer checkout, engineering programming or sales demonstrations will
be assigned on a needed basis by me.

RES/mra



July 9, 1964

FIA INSURANCE INSPECTORS RECOMMENDATIONS

Works Committee Loren Prentice

1. Put a red pilot light on all electrical boxes that are to
be shut off at night.

2. Remove the old generator room next to the custodians area
in building #3.

3. Install a drop-out ceiling over the corridor to the dark
rooms in the top floor of building #12.

The last two items are inadequately covered by sprinklers
at the present time.

4. Install and enforce "No Smoking" signs in the carpenter
shop, top floor of building #5.

5. Remove the unnecessary sprinkler heads in building #3.

The largest single item which he left off of this list
which he will probably make further recommendations on is a
flammable liquid storage area. He has no specific recommendations
at this time but our facilities are inadequate for this type
of storage and he will make specific recommendations sometime
in the future.

CORPORATION MAYNARD,
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NOTES

SUBJECT: ADAMS DATE: July 9, 1964

1. Need specifications for contract:
a) Drum
b) 630 Data Communication System

16 lines
c) Clock (microsecond stop-start)

millisecond advance of core counter.

2. Add 200 c.p.m. reader to configuration

3. Investigate Line Printer situation.
a) Put on PDP-4 for a month or so -- Terms

or b) Forget it until 6 is delivered.

@ 4. 30 Day Notice on lease termination.

5. Think about Parity.

6. Think about value of system to us for:
a) software development
b) free use of Adams Software
c) demonstrations

ETC;
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Z David Prac ber

Tngineering Planning and Control

This memo describes a proposed procedure for planning and control of

engineering efforts within the company. H discusses the mechanics of the procedure,
the information required for its implementation, and an operating schedule.

The Planning Process

At the start of a fiscal year, an engineering plan for each product line should

be prepared. The plan should describe the engire ering goals of the product line and

the expenditures and resources required to achieve those goals. should be prepared
from detailed plans for each component project by the Project Engineer for the product i

line, under the supervision of the Chief Engineer. The Chief Engineer should coordinate

@ the product line plans.

A suminary plan should be presented to the Works Committee for approval. It

should contain a statement of objectives and planned expenditures for each product line.

The Control Process

Works Commiltee approval is authorization for the planned expenditures. Expendi-

tures in each product line are the responsibility of the Project Engineer for the line. In

turn, leaders of component projects are responsible to product line Project Engineers.

Control at each level involves frequent comparison of planned and actual expendi-

tures. Engineers guiding component projects will receive detailed statements ot actual

and planned costs. Engineers responsible for product lines will receive summary informa-

tion on actual and planned costs of each component project. The Works Committee

Such information shouldwill receive statements of aggregate product line expenditures.

stimulate action at each level to aid o: discontinue lagging projects.



Three occurrences should automatically lead to Works Committee consideration:

First, if a product line seriously overruns its planned expenditure, the product

line's activities should be reviewed by the Works Committee. The review may lead to

authorization for additional expenditures.

Second, if a major new project,not included in initial plans, is proposed during

the year, it should be considered by the product line Project Engineer and presented

to the Works Committee for approval.

Third, proposals for major new products should be approved by Works Committee,

even if their costs do not increase a product line's planned expenditures.

New projects too small for Works Committee approval should be considered by the

Module or Computer Guidance Committee. For borderline cases, these committees will

decide whether Works Committee review is necessary.

Product Line Associations

The above discussion pertains best to projects associated wholly with a single

product line. Some efforts, however, pertain to two or more product lines. These efforts,

called joint projects, shouldbe treated in the following manner.

Joint project costs should be borne by the product lines that benefit from the

project's completion. The particular method of splitting project costs should be decided

by the product lines involved before costs are incurred. The fractional costs of joint

projects should appear in product line plans. Should a project be proposed in a new line of

endeavor that benefits no existing product line, project plans should be brought before the

Works Committee. If approved, the new project may either be classed as anew product line

of the company or designated as unassigned engineering effort.

Product line support of joint projects should be available for periodic review.

changed. Such changes require approval by the product line Project Engineers involved.
At the beginning of every fiscal quarter, joint project support arrangements can be

Disputes should be settled by the Module or Computer Guidance Committee.
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@ Schedule

Works Committee approval of product line plans should occur before May 3lst
of the year. Initial presentation of plans should by made by May 15th. Initial product
line plans should come before the Chief Engineer by May Ist. Thus, plans for component

projects should be started early in April.

Dave Packer

DP :ncs



DRAFT 7/13/64
David Packer

Planning and Control! at Digital

This memo describes a proposed procedure for planning and control of company
efforts. It discusses the basis for and mechanics of the procedure, the information re-

quired for its implementation, and an operating schedule.

Overview
This proposal rests on two principle concepts:
1. The most effective means of organizational control can come through

viewing each product line individually. Departmental plans would be

a result of product line considerations, Product lines become the focus

for both planning and control activities.

2. A single individual, called the product line coordinator, should be responsi-

ble for coordinating product line activities. This individual should partici-

pate in both planning and control. In planning, he will work with various

departments (engineering, marketing, technical publications), who supply

services vital to the product line. In control, he will be responsible for

coordinating efforts and solving problems. In practice, he will be the person

to see regarding any item affecting the product line. He will have no direct

authority over department operations but will have to operate through

meaningful planning and negotiation. Conflicts will be taken to the

appropriate committee (Computer Guidance, Module Guidance or Works)

for resolution.

Below, product line planning and control procedures are described.
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The Planning Process

At the start of a fiscal year, a plan for each product line should be prepared.
The plan should describe the goals of the product line and the expenditures and resources

required to achieve those goals. It should be built from detailed plans for each component

activity by the product line coordinator, under the supervision of department heads involved.

Department heads should coordinate product line plans and draw from them plans for depart-
mental operations.

A summary of product line and departmental plans should be presented to the Works'

Committee for approval. It should contain a statement of objectives and planned expendi-
tures for each product line and a summary of departmental expenditures.

The Control Process

Works Committee approval is authorization for the planned expenditures. Expendi-

tures in each product line are the responsibility of the product line coordinator.

Control involves frequent comparison of planned and actual expenditures at every level.

Engineers guiding development projects will receive detailed statements of actual and planned

costs. Departments, such as Technical Publications, will receive statements of actual and

planned expenditures by product line. Product line coordinators will receive summary

information on actual and planned costs of each activity in the product line. The Works

Committee will receive statements of aggregate product line expenditures. 4n gall cases,

information will be presented in the same format as plans were prepared, allowing easy

comparison and evaluation. Such information should stimulate action at each level to aid

or discontinue lagging projects .or revamp plans.

Three occurrences should automatically lead to Works Committee consideration:

First, if a product line seriously overruns its planned expenditure, the product

line's activities should be reviewed by the Works Committee. The review may lead to

authorixation for additional expenditures.

Second, if a major new activity, not included in initial plans, is proposed during

the year, it should be considered by the appropriate product line coordinator and presented

to Works Committee for approval.
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Third, proposals for major new products should be approved by Works Committee,
even if their costs do not increase a product line's planned expenditures.

New activities too small for Works Committee approval should be considered by
the Module or Computer Guidance Committee. For borderline cases, these committees

will decide whether Works Committee review is necessary.

Any person may undertake initial exploration of new ideas with the approval of the

Chief Engineer and the coordinator for the product line supporting work currently being

performed by that person. Pre-proposal costs will be collected under a distinctive number

and be reported as unassigned engineering effort. Normally, such costs should not exceed

$2,000 (one man-month). Summary reports on pre-proposal exploratory work will go to the

Chief Engineer. At the end of the exploratory phase, (assuming the project appears fruitful),
a project proposal will be made and handled as stated above.

Product Line Associations

The above discussion pertains best to activities associated wholly with a single

product line. Some efforts, however, pertain to two or more product lines. These efforts,

called joint projects,should be treated in the following manner.

Joint project costs should be borne by the product lines that benefit from them.

The particular method of splitting costs should be decided by the product lines involved

before costs are incurred. The fractional costs of joint projects should appear in pr oduct

line plans. Should a project be proposed in a new line of endeavor that benefits no existing

product line, project plans should be brought before the Works Committee. If approved,

the new project may either be classed as a new product line or designated as unassigned

engineering effort .

Product line support of joint projects should be available for periodic review.

At the beginning of every fiscal quarter, joint project support arrangements can be

changed. Such changes require approval by the product line Project Engineers involved.

Disputes should be settled by the Module or Computer Guidance Committee.
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@ Schedule

Works Committee approval of product line plans should occur before May 3lst.
of the year. Initial presentation of plans should be made by May 15th. Initial product
line plans should come before department heads by May Ist. Thus, plans for component

activities should be started early in April.
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MONDAY, JULY 13, 1964

PDP-6 DEMONSTRATIONS

ALL SALES PERSONNEL R.P. HARRIS

Etfective Monday, July 13, 1964, the following procedure will be followed
for all PDP-6 demonstrations to customers.

1)

2)

3)

4)

The person responsible for the customer will notify the writer
at least 24 hours in advance of the demonstration. At this
time he must specify a time the demonstration is to take place
and any special equipment or programs that are to be run.

The writer will inform the proper maintenance people immediately

after this request to insure the machine will be properly

set up for the demonstration.

The PDP-6 schedule will be changed allowing 15 minutes

preparation before the time of demonstration and up to 30

minutes for the demonstration. The people being affected

by this schedule change will be notified at this time.

There will be a standard sales demonstration having a specific

format, showing a sample of all the hardware and software

that is operational.

The present format will be:

a. Physical layout description including console operating

switches.

b. Character generator for 346 scope. (This will be in

memory before demonstration begins.)

c. Load system programs from microtape.

:
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® d. Assemble sample program using MACR06. Input will be

paper tape, output will be on paper tape punch, line
printer, and console teletype.

e. 630 Data communications system demonstration with as

many stations as possible in action.
. On line debugging capabilities with DDT.

As more equipment and software become available, they will be added to

the demonstration.

It is asked that only the people directly concerned with the customers

be present in the PDP-6 area during the demonstration, To make the pre-

sentation more understandable, a set of flip charts will be prepared

outlining each program being run.

® Any comments or suggestions pertaining to PDP-6 demonstrations should

be brought to the writer's attention.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
:
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT COMPUTER AND SYSTEM ORDERS FOR WEEK ENDING JULY 10, 1964,
DATE July 13, 1964

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Tom Whalen

COMPUTER ORDERS

Equipment Customer Qty Amount DEC# EN+ REN.

Type 50 Mag. Tape Harvard U. 1 18,000.00 7569 20281 YES 9/1
Transport

KSR-28C J.P.L. 1 2,230.00 7605 20304 YES 9/1)

Micro Tape control J.P.L. 1 18,100.00 7606 20305 8/1B
Type 550. Dual 20306
Transport Type 555.
Tape Handler . 20307
Mounting rack, cabling 20308
& Power supply package. 20309

Total $ 38,330.00

DuelDat

NO COMPUTER CHANGE ORDERS. NO NEW SYSTEM ORDERS.

NO SYSTEM CHANGE ORDERS.

jsa
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



NUMBER LOCATION PDP-5

DEC Sales (Physics) 33
_ Carnegie Tech.

NUMBER LOCATION

DEC Prototype 27 University cf California
UCLA 28 Jet Propulsion Lahorator
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. 29 San Francisco
DEC Forei 30 Consolidated Systems

Data Trends (Rental 31 Dow Badische

Westinghouse 32 University of Connecticut
6

7 Bell Telephone 34 NASA (Huntsville)
(Washington)

8 Lawrence Radiation Laboratorv 35 DEC (qoing to Univ. of Md.)

9 Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. 36 DEC New York Office
10 Coast Guard (Loan) ST California. Tech._,

11 Westinghouse 38 NASA (Huntsville)

_ Engineering DEC 39 Foxboro

13 Queens University 40 Radiation Laboratory

14 University of Minnesota Al NASA (Huntsville)
15 DEC (Los Angeles) 42 Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.

16. DEC Sales) 43

17 DEC (LA) dropped in shipment 44 DEC (Canada)

18 Westinghouse 45 Austrailia

19 University of Michigan (Rental) 46 Woods Hole Oceanographic

20 Applied Dynamics 47 Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

2k Rutgers University 48 Boston Coliege Loan

22 Atomic Energy of Canada td. 49 Boston College (Loan)

_@ Union Carbide

24 Foxboro 51 General Electric (Richland)

25 Bell Telephone Tahoratories 52 DRTE

26 Universitv of California 53 n Process

Lawrence

Foxbore

50 Observatoire de Meudon

1
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IBM Compatible Tape System For PDP-5

The MT-24 from Potter is due to arrive July 8, 1964. Jack : hes
a Type 50 electronics which will immediately be available. Therefore, testing
will commence on approximately July 13, 1964 with the 57A on the Engineering
PDP-4,

The recommended price for the tape drive is based upon direct substitution
of Potter MT-24 into our present cabinet and electronics for Tape Unit Type 50.
The price suggested by E. Simeone was arrived at by substituting the cost of the
MT~24 for the 906-II into one of the cost data sheeis for a Type 50 recently
manufactured, :

A
Since the recommended selling price is not competitive, the Computer

Guidance Committee must decide on a competitive price or drop the product
entirely. .

The estimated time to the

technician).

ct is two monins. This is based

upon 100% availability of personel required Chik programmer and

The estimated development cost of the project for a simaie tape system and
associated programming is approximately $10,000.
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MAGNETIC TAPE - TYPE 50

44 }
: :

:

(Based on job number 9438, substituting a tape drive costing $4600 for
the $7400 unit charged to this job.)

Labor:

Sub Assembly 48.75 hrs.
Final Test 39.75 hrs.
Sheet Metal 15.50 hrs.
Quality Control 1.75 hrs.

Overhead:

Materials:

1 Logie buss panel & read-write cables
} Control panel

25 Modules & power suppiies
1 Cabinet & frame

Miscellaneous materials
1 Tape drive

Total Manufacturing Cost:

Suggested Selling Price:

118.08
79.50
32.25
4,34 234,07

525.64

584,72
270.25
88
359.20
137.07

6838.224600.00

$7595.93

$22,800.00



COST OF PROJECT

Eng.
Prog.
Tech.
Prod.
Adv.

Materials:

Tape
Modules

180 hrs.
280 hrs.
96 hrs.
40 hrs.
80 hrs.

Mounting & P.S.

Computer Time In House:

Eng. Comp
PDP-5

120 hrs.
160 hrs.

10.50 1890.
8.20 2296,
6.15 590.
6.20 248,
8.00 640. 5564.

500.
800.
500 1800

TOTAL

7464

720
480

$8664,
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COVER ONE SUBJECT ONLY IN EACH LETTER
4-1414

REPLI-MEMO
m DEPT.-LOGATION

=D Hou Texa
SUBJECT

July 9, 1964

Ron Wilson = DEC Ma nard Massachusetts
FROM DE

Paul W
DATE

MESSAGE:
The Humble people as seated from your right to left were:

4

Charles Hubbard

« Norman Crook

Bob Stanley
Me

Jim Earthman

ORIGINATOR DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE SIGNED
REPLY:

a
f a

N

7 7we

DEPT.-LOCATION SIGNED DATE

SEND PARTS 1 AND 3 WITH CARBON INTACT - PART 3 WILL BE RETURNED WITH REPLY

RegersnaP Stock Form No. RM-43-8

'
1

:

a



PRELIMINARY DESCRIPTION

Type 167 Processor:

The Type 167 Processor is designed to handle high speed input/output
directly from the PDP~6 memory system. Figure 1, below, shows the relation of
the 167 to other PDP-6 system components.

OBus
Memories166

Type
16], 162, 163

MEMAPR Ness. Bus

516
MTC

236
DC

MEM

MEM

DIS
"Control" path

a
346

:

Figure ]



Page Two

The 167 includes built-in memory address and word count registers,which are loaded from the 166 via the 10 BUS. On output, data is passedin 36 bit words from the memory system fo the 167, where it may be brokeninto 6, 12 or 18 bit bytes, and thence on to anather {0 device. On input,the 167 can assemble 6, 12 or 18 bit bytes, or take 36 bit words directly,and store them into the memory. Additioncl modes, to be deseribed below,are provided for use with-specialized gear. Table | shows maximum speedsof the 167 for different size bytes.

:

12 Ime = I psec 1/3 me = 3 psec18 2/3me = 1.5 psec 1/3 me = 3 psec

Table i

Word SpeedByte Size Max. Byte Speed
2'me = .5 psec {/3 mc = 3;usec

% ime = ] psec Ime = } psec

Maximum Speed of 167 in normal input/output mode



Poge Three

Figure 2, below, shows the control register of the 167. This register is

number PIP (IOP).
d by CONO, CON! CONSS. and CONSZ cammeands with device

Figure 3 shows the Word Count and memory address registers, which raay
be accessed by DATAO, DATA, BLKO and BLK] commands, with the IOP device
number. The WC corresponds to tits §-17 and the MA fo bits 18-35. For nonnal
block transfer operation, the WC should be icaded with the desired number of
words as a positive integer, and the MA with the first core address. Actual transfer
of data is controlled by the 1/O device which is connected to the 167.

To initiate en getion using the 167 In the nermal moda, one would first

character mode, device, normal mode direction and interrupt channel. Next
the connected I/O device would be Initic'ized. When the requisite number of
words hed been transferred, the "JO8 DONE* flag would come on, and an interrupt
would be requested. Re-loading the WC and MA will reset the "JOB DONE" flag.

load the WC and MA then give a CONO command specifying the appropriate

The remaining flags are: LATE CYCLE, which says thet either a device

which did not exist. This flag is analogous fo the flag of the same name in the 166.

could not set a byte from tha 167 in time, o7 the 167 could not take a byte from

a device in time. NOW STENT mem:ory indicates that an address was referenced



Page Four

18 19 20 21 22 23124 25 251 27 28 29 {30 31 32 33 34 35

INTERRUPT

m In
1 = Out

9 = Normal
1 Index Memory
2 = Display
3 = Replace

g 6 ~ 6 Bit Bytes

3=2 ~ 18 Bit Bytes

Final Char.
count

gz

[308 PiAharacter! Device Made
Mode

irec Late! Non
Cyc Exist AOV1 DON

a

l=] -36 Bit Byres
2=3 ~ 12 Bit Bytes

Number of Characters
in Buffer on last word.

Figure 2

1718 35

WORD COUNT MEMORY ADDRESS

Figure 3
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Page Six

Pins K -R are outputs from SR 9 - 5 as negative levels. These are the date to the external
V/O device. Pin U takes the request pulse from the external 1/O davice, and signals that
a byte is being taken or given, as determined by the DIRECTION bit. Pin V takes a
pulse which will clear the character counter. Pin W, when at ground, signals that the
167 either has room for data on input, or has data available on output. Pin X, when at
-3, indicates that this device is selected, Pins T and Y are reserved for future use.

The remaining connectors are for devices requiring more than 6 bit bytes.
See Alan Kotok for specs on these lines.



K,H OLSEN
ANDERSON

G BELL
R LANE
G MOORE
P HARRIS
H MORSE
S PINER
H HYMAN
W SEGAL
C FRAZIER
T EGGERS
N HIRST

DISTRIBUTION ON 167 MEMO

R SAVELL
R TRINGALEJ MCKALIP
R BOISVERT
S LAMBERT
W LONG
W COLBURN
R REED
K SENIOR
D PINKNEY
R FRITH
P SAMSON

This specification Is preliminary and subject to change. {If you
have any comments or suggestions, please notify me.

Alan Kotak
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Silk Sereening M, Sandler 33
Module Assemb M, Sandler 34
Final Test M. Sandler 35
Maintenance Jo Culkins 36
Sub System Assembly So Smith 37
Sheet Metal Le Prentice 38
Machine Shop Le Prentice 39
General Administration Ro Mills 41
Purchasing Crouse 42
Personnel Ro Lassen 43



INTEROFSICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: July 14, 1964

TO: H. Andossen T. Egaers Harris FROM: Arthur Half
R. Savell Hontwen 3. Moora
H. Marse 0. Brow &,
S. Pliner L. Gessal R. i. Soest
NN. Hyman R Winslow A, Ketok
N. Hirst. W. Uolburn
MN. Rurley R, Kea
P. Samson 5, Otsen R.
C. Frazer N, Meazsarese Le VAL
W. Segal R. Lan

YY. Leng

Starting on Monday,July13, 1964. | will located the bettem of
e

concarntng this computer.

COMPUTER USE

»

>
$

Maintenance and have acxt priority.

Scheduling fs WAM from BbSevall dated July 3, 1964. A copy of this iname fs nected
on the beard behind tae POP-&, Call Lycta Lows of. 276 fer castes.

Pooursa, ba worked on ch flee.

There is ro



Fage Two

afse trom a.m. Fore time may be required in
tha future.

SUPPLIES

Paper tepa, typewriter paper and 12 eslumn (13 5/8" wide) printer paper are avatlatle frorm
Joan Coviles' office.

Check BIH Colbura for other supplies (printer, ribbon, etc.)

POP-6 program library is maintained by Norm Hirs: (ext.443). See Norn for tapes or
information.

MODIFICATIONS

No modifications to cny portion of the PDP~6 cystam will be made excep? through nermal
channels; to wit, an ECO appreved by Bob Sevell.

DOCUMENTATION

Sometime, honofully in the near future, tne used on this and other in-house computers will
be rechargad to the using Cost Cantar or project. For this reason end because fy is important
for Engineering and Fleld Sarvica to know equiamont usage ond failure sates, log entries musi
be nade fully ond accuraraly for eaca use of the compuier.

The current log form fs somewhai Involvad and so f em prozosing the atached format,
Constructive comments conceming this fermat cro welceme {call 204), Guearulous coniplaints
following printing of the formot wit! givan appropricis consideration.

All Anre
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FRE BARK
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Chal
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 15, 1964
SUBJECT Linc
TO ALL SALES OFFices FROM Mort Ruderman

Our decision concerning the configuration of the LINC
{Laboratory Instrument Computer) is now firm. DEC will offer
the LINC as an exact copy of the MIT machine. (Originally
DEC was going to wall its version of the LINC the PDP-8 and
use 2 standard DEC cabinets, DEC power supplies, and our own
memory stack.) This means the same cabinet, Power supplies,
and memory.

The LINC is being offered with all documentation released
by Center Development Office either duplicated by DEC or the
complete set of the original documentation supplied. There
will not be any programming or maintenance courses given.All existing software will be included in the documentation

will alse provide a 6 month warranty with the LINC and a main~
tenance contract will be available after the warranty period.

ari will continue to be available through Center
Cevelopment Office in St. Louis. The LINC Computer delivered
by DEC will be a completely assembled checked-out system. DEC

The list price of the LINC cf $54,506, with a 26% edu-
cation discount (which the majority of users are eligible for)
reduces the price to $43,600. This is a price that makes the
LINC attractive to any potential user that might have thought
ef building the system himself.

The following reasons led us to the decision to market
the LINC as an exact of wnat exists and not to offer
some of the services that DEC normally makes available:

1. The logic prints, theory of operation, all software
and assembly prints are being made available through
Center Development Office.

2. 'There appears to be a very good market in there are
30 LINC's in use presently throughout the country.

3. Center Development Office is committed to continue
the support cf the LINC's both in hardware develop-
ment and software distribution.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



the LINC in this manner with the minimum development
cost and with the minimum number of support personnel.

fhe main objective with the LINC and the new option
available on the PDP-5 (will be explained next) is to capture
the on-line biomedical market. With the LINC and the PpP-5
with the new option, DEC has now made available both to the
novice in computers and to the somewhat knowledgeable re-
searcher a machine that he is capable of using and also simple
enough so he can operate and maintain the system with the
price so that he can now purchase such a system.

The new option on the PDP~5 includes many of the features
that the LINC has incorporated into its system. This remote
unit offers the individual researcher better on-line control
of both the computer and his experiment. A customer can build
a PDP-S configuration that has whatever LINC features he
wants. If all the LINC features are desired then the PDP-5
would be far more expensive than the LINC which integrates
all these options. Software in most situations will, however,
be the determining factor. The attached sheet lists the
features of this remote option. Also included with this memo
is an iastruction comparison of the LINC and PDP-5, specifica-
tion sheet of the LINC and a list of individuals that now
have LINC's.

There will be a computer bulletin available on the LINC
very shortly. This will explain in more detail the system
ané applications. As more releases are made by Center
Development Office they will be passed on.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Basic Specifications
Word Length

Arithmetic

Memory

No. of Instructions

Input Channels

Output Channels

Power Requirements

Physical Size

Standard System

LINC SPECIFICATIONS

The following information may be given to prospective customers:
The LINC that DEC will build will be identical te the one de-

signed and developed at MIT Center Development Office.

12 bits
i's complement

2048 words, 8 microseconds

48, including high-speed multiply,
Lf-word, mag. tape

16 analog. Converts a voltage to
an digital number and storep
it im memory at a rate of about
30,000 per second.
4 digital, 12-bit. Transfer rate
40,006 words per second

2 analog for displays and plotters.
1 digital, 12-bit
6 relay contacts
16 digital pulse lines
1000 watts, 115 volts
Standard LINC Cabinet 22" X 25" x

72"

Console Module - Houses controls and indicators
Terminal Module - Front panel connections for I-0
Display Module - Mounting one simail oscilloscope and controls
Linc fape Module - Containing LINC dual transport
Sercban On-Line Keyboard

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



presented to an animal, an@ the computers averaged cortical and thalamicresponses. The averaged responses, were immediately displayed and auto~maticaily stored on magnetic tape for later detailed examinaticn.

of Electrovhysiological Responses - Acoustical stimuli were

al
were made in the ventricular cerebro-spinal system in order to determinethe dissipation and attenuation factors in shock weaves attributable tothe arterial pulse. The computer program was designed to work directlywith amplifiex signals from strain gauges.

ck Wave Measurements ~ Comparative hydrodynamic measurements

were applied to portions of EEG signals to identify and mark the oceur-rence of rhythmic bursts of alpha activity, and to trigger atinuli whichwere phase-related to the alpha wave.

Simple criteriafromEEG Alpha Wave

in @ problem of compartmentala of Decaying Exponentials
analysis, a sum Of decaying exponential signals was resclved into itsindividual components by displaying the loyarithm of the waveform beinganalyzed and fitting a straight line to portions of the resulting curve.
Using the parameter knobs on the computer, the experimenter adjustedthe slope and position of a straight line, also displayed to get the bestfit to the data. The component thus determined was subtracted from the
original waveform and the process repeated with the remainder until allof the components were resolved.

Cursor Program - An experimental curve stored in core memory was dis-
played on the scope along with an adjustable cursor mark. 'Thus cursor
designated a desired point on the curve and its location was controlled
by a parameter knob. The amplitude cf the point under the cursor was
Gisplayed numerically on the scope.

essing of Single-unit Data tron the Nervous System - Programa have
been written to determine, from micro-electrede recordings, the times
at which single neurons fired, and to caleulate the distribution of
intervaig between successive firings. These programs can alse be used
to determine the distribution of firing times following the presentation
of a Giscrete stimulus.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



1. Present tinits
QuaneA

6

Module Wo.

1001
L153
1304
1561
L572
1507
1669
A202

tr
t

og

Bo
Hy

CV
is

2. Svecial LENG Modules

4597
A996
1784
1583
4395
1783
4525
1582

TOTAL
1.05%

Cost of &

COMPLETE UNIT OF LINC MODULES

Unit Price
$ 32
$1.63
$ 83
$ 92
$203
$109

37
55
68
6S
54
54
59
68

$100
$100
$109
$ 91
$160
$ 39
$ 92

U>
GF

-0
9

4
4

An
+

tN

Discount:

7/14/64

o tr oy fo
e i] iq et Q7

192
824
176
297

$ 1,218
169
233

$ 1.705
1,620

952
324
648

$ 1,416
816

$ 2,016
s 2,209
es 1,900

654
455
L6G
LL?

1,104
> 3,627

310

& $
2 3

$
3 $

31
LS 4112

414131

12 4115
24 4493
42 123

a OS

$ 204
$ 204
$ 266

274
$ 198
$ 390
$ 1,030
S$ 3122

$ 2,777

$27,370
$2,737
$24,633

36
22
Lo

56
A208

6
5 $

$
a 40

$117
3

2,1605
29

$24,593

$102
$147

2
2

$266
2 $237 5

$ 99
4 2$439

$4 L

396
$24,933



4
PDP-5

AND - Logical and

TAD - Two's complement add

LSZ - Index and skip if zero

DCA ~ Deposit and clear A.c.

None

JMS - Jmp to subroutine

JMP - jmp X

CLA - Clear acc.

CLL - Clear link
CML ~ Complement Link

RAR ~ Rotate right place

RAL - Rotate left 1 place

RTR - Rotate right 2 places

RPL Rotate left 2 plzces

TAX - Index AC.
NOP - No operation

LINC

BCL Complements Contents Y and
performs logical AND with Acc.

BCO - Logical Exclusive OR

BSE - Logical OR

Uses one's complement
ADD Instructions are:
1. Add 16
2- Add to Acc. 8+
3. Add to men. L6+
4. Link add to mem. 10+

Index and skip. Unconditional
skip. Index if i=1
a. Store
b. Store clear

Store halfCo

a, Load
b. Load - half
SMP. Store PC in O and continue X

None

Cla - Clear Acc.

None

None

ROR (n) places
ROL (n) places
Above

Above

Scale right
None

None

NOP ~ no operation

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



SPA - Skip on positive A.c.
SMA - Skip on minus acc.
SNA - Skip on non-zero acc.

None

None

- Skip on zero acc.
SKP - Unconditional

Gr switch register
HLT = halt

Skip on external level

Skip on key

LINCPDP-

APO - Skip on positive acc.

APO, i = 1 Skip on negative acc.

AZE, i = 1 Skip on non-zero acc.

AZE, Skip on zero acc.

IDX and skip, i = 0

Toggie switch input
BLT - halt
Ace. to relay
Relay to acc.

Multiply
Skip if AC =

Skip and rotate

Skip if half differs from Y

Skip on Sense switch

Ekip on external level

Skip on key

Set Y= x

Display character

Display point

OSR

None

None

None

None

None

Hone

None

None

None

Sample A/D

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



roT ToT

1. Pulse oveput 7 Pulse output2. Digital in-out 2. Digital in-out
a} into ac a) in ac
b) out ac b) in mem.
c) into mem. c} out from mem.
d} out from mem.

Magnetic Tape Instructions:
RDC - Read & Check
ROG - Read & Check Group
RDE - Read Tape
MTB - Move Toward Bleck
WRC - Write & Check
WeG - Write & Check Group
WRE - Write Tape
CHK - Check Tape

The PDP-5 has three instructions which the LINC cannot perform as a
single instruction. These are:

a) Logicai and
b) Clear or compiement Link
c) index acc.

However, the LINC can execute these commands through groups of various
instructions.
fhe LXNC has seventeen instructions which the PDP-5 cannot perform
as a single instruction.
Where the LINC hag instructions comparable to the PDP-5, it may be
noted that some of these are capable of operating in different modes.
Such as the Add instruction:

LINC

TAD = ADD
None Add to acc.

3 Modes Add to mem.
Link Add to mem.

DCA = Store-Clear
None = 3 Modes Store
None Store-half

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



The mag. tape, display and A/D are an integral part of the computer.
That is, the operate commands and data for these @evices are part of
the logic configuration of the central processor. They are not
options tacked on and operated by transfer pulses.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



BERS,

Dr. E.G. Attinger, Res. Dir.
The Presbyterian Hospital in Phil.
51 N. Thirty-Ninth Street
Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania

Prof. Donald 8. Blough
Assoc. Prof. of Psychology
Dept. of Psychology
Brown University
Providence 12, Rhode Island

pr. . Alan Boneau
Assoc. Prof. of Psychology
Dept. of Psychology
Duke University
Durham, North Carolina

Mr. James S. Bryan,
Section on Tech. Development
NIMH/NINDB
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda 14, Maryland

De. J. R. Cox
Central Institute for the Deaf
818 Ss. Kingshighway
St. Lovie 10, Missouri

Dr. Sidney Goldring
Washington University
School of Medicine
660 South Kingshighway
St. Louis, Missouri

Dr. Fred S$. Grodins
Professor of Physiology
Northwestern Univ. Med. School
303 RE. Chicago Ave.
Chicago 11, Illinois
pr. Joseph B. Bind
University of Wisconsin
283 Medical Sciences Bldg.
Madison, Wisconsin

Mr. Lee Hundley
Department of Genetics
Stanford Univ. Med. School
Palo Alto, California

Dr. Keith Killam
Depe. of Pharmachology
Stanford University
School of Medicine
Palo Alto, California
Dr. John 6. Lewis
Lincoln Laboratory
L~257
Lexington, Mass.

Dr. John C. Lilly, Director
Communication Reasearch Inst.
3430 Main Highway
Coconut Grove
Miami 33, FPlorida

Mr. Henry Littleboy
Mass. Eye & Ear infirmary
243 Charles Street
Boston, Mass.

pr. George S. Malindzak
Dept. of Physiolegy
Bowman Gray School of Medicine
Wake Porest College
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

it. Charles Molnar
_AFCRL, Hanscom Field
Bedford, Wass.

Dr. Gian #. Poggio
Dept. of Physiology
Johns Hopkins U. Sch. of Med.
99S N. Wolfe Street
Baltimore 5, Maryland

Dr. Ralph W. Stacy
Institute of 2St
State College
Raleigh, North Carolina

atistics

Dr. Bernard Weiss
Bept. of Pharmachology
Johns Hopkins U. Sch. of Med.
725 W. Wolfe Street
Baltimore 5, Maryland

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Prof. J. Waiter Woodbury
Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington

Mr. James Bryan
National Institute of Health
Washington, D.C.

Prof. N.A. Coulter, dz.
Ohio St. University Rec'g Dept.
314 Hamilton Hall
2009 Service Bldg. Rd.
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Dr. Jerome Cox
Biomedical Computer Laboratory
Washington University
St. Louis, Missouri

Prof. H. Shipton
Biomedical Electronics Dept.
State University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa

Dr. William Simmon
Harvard Medical School
Longwood Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



item LIC
Basic Usable Sys (BUS)

Core Memory 4096 2048

Reader (cpa) Yes None

P.T. Punch (cps) Yes

Card Reader (cpm) No 3

Typewriter (cps) Yes Keyboard

Word Length 12 12

Instn. Type 1 Word 1 Word or 2 Worda

Index Registers & Auto Index 16

Indirect Addrg. Yes Via index reg. only

Multiply Yes Multiply

Fed Add (ps) 18 16

Cycle Time (nus) & user 8 usec

Arith. Type 2 Comp. Comp.

Fxd Sub {ps}

Fixed Mul (ps) 2200 psec 160 + asec

Fixed Div (jas) 3500 psec Nore

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



HOP

COM

ROL

ROR

SCR

*Execution time: For X = G, 8 psec; for x # 6 ; 16 psec,

Msc 13

INSTRUCTIONS

MSC CLASS

Operation

HALT

CLEAR

WRITE GATE

ACCUMULATOR TO RELAY

RELAY TO ACCUMULATOR

NO OPERATION

COMPLEMENT

SHIFT CLASS

ROTATE LEFT

ROTATE RIGHT

SCALE RIGHT

FULL-ADDRESS

ADD

STORE~CLEAR

JUMP

INDEX CLASS

LOAD ACCUMULATOR

STORE ACCUMULATOR

ADD TO ACCUMULATOR

Time (usec)

8 psec

& psec

8 psec

8 psec
8 psec

8 psec

Mnemonic

BLT

CLR

ATR

RTA

8 psec

16 +

16 pisec +

16 jasec +

16 asec
16 psec

ADDX

STC

16 gisec*

EDA 8 + psec
8 + psecSTA

ADA 8 + psec*

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Mnemonic

SRO

BCL

BCO

BSE

DSC

LDH

STa

SET

SAM

Dis

OPR

Operation

ADD TO MEMORY

LINK~ADP TO MEMCRY

MULTIPLY

SKIP IF ACCUMULATOR
EQUALS

SKIP AND ROTATE

BIT CLEAR

BIT COMPLEMENT

BIT SET

DISPLAY CHARACTER

HALF~WORD CLASS

LOAD HALF

STORE HALF

SKIP IP HALF DIFFERS

MISCELLANEOUS

SET

SAMPLE

DISPLAY

INDEX AND SKIP

OPERATE

OPERATE
foggle Switch Input

Pausing
Pulse Output
Keyboard Input

Digital Input-Output

Time (usec)
16

16 +

112 + psec

24

24

32

16

16

+ gsec

psec

104 + psec*

ADM

MUL

+ psecSAE

8 + psec

8 + psec

8 + usec

+ psec

8 + psec
B + psec

8 + psecSHD

+ psec

psec

psec

psecASK
+ psec

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Mnemonic

IBZ

RDE

Operation

Digital Input to Accumulator
Digital Input to MemoryExternal Output from Memory

SKIP CLASS

SENSE SWISCH

ACCUMULATOR ZERO

ACCUMULATOR POSITIVE

LINK ZERO

INTERBLOCK ZOE

SKIP ON EXTERNAL LEVEL

KEY STRUCK

MAGNETIC TAPE

READ AND CHECK

READ AND CHECK GROUP

READ TAPE

MOVE TOWARD BLOCK

WRITE AND CHECK

WRITE AND CHECK GROUP

WRITE TAPE

CHECK TAPE

Time usec

8 usecSNS

8 usecAZE

8 usecAPO

8 usecLZE

8 usec

8 usec

8 usecKST

RCG

MTB

WRC

WRI

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



REM OPT ON FOR

1% Channeis A te D

16

& Pots - (A to D Control)

4, i BAS Digital Inputs

4, Switeh Registers
2 D-te-A Outputs

L, d2-bit digital OGutpeat

6 Relay Contacts

16 Pulse Lines Output

@ Cables Extendion

Scope ~ 541

$16,200

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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: MEMORANDUM :
: :

14 July 1964

TWX Customer Equipment

Oa R. Lane FROM D. Smith

A TWX Customer Equipment (TWX') Model 33 KSR has been installed

in the computer demo room.

The Model 33 is connected to line 07 on the 630 DCS. The Model

33 acts as a monitor.

The number is 710-347-0214. A dial is provided for originating

I

{

wast Anderson
: S. Olsen

N. Mazzarese
;

G. Bell
E

t

j

i

@
4

t

Cpe Ror Fes Ge Rt AY VAL:

calls.

ATE

CTSUP

cc: Ken Olsen

H. Morse
R, Best

bal Gal Te k
: :

4



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 15th, 1964

SUBJECT Attached--SPECIAL AGREEMENT FOR DEC EQUIPMENT RENTAL NO. 104

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Bette M, Prebor, NYO
for Dave Denniston

In reference to Dave's telephone conversation with you

before he left for vacation, I am attaching the Special Agree-
ment No. 104 along with Mr. S. M. Ray's letter of July 14th.

They have not made any changes to our suggested agreement;

however, in Mr, Ray's letter he lists one addition to the

agreement.
We had numbered this agreement No. 101, but in reference

to a note from Judy Rougeau, I have changed the number to the

correct No, 104,

Dave will return from vacation on July 20th, 1964, and he

will, I am sure, wish to take the approved agreement to Bell
Labs for the appropriate signature.

If we may assist in any way, let us know.

Regards,

Attach.--S. M. Ray's Letter, 7.14,64
Special Rental Agreement No. 104

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



W. P.H. STEVENS

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
INCORPORATED463 West STREET, NEW YorK 14, N.Y.

AREA CODE 212
CH 3-1000

July 14, 1964
PURCHASING AGENT

MR. D. B. DENNISTONDigital Equipment Corporation1259 Route 46
Parsippany, New Jersey :

h

Dear Mr. Denniston:
We refer to our recent conference and your letter of June 29,1964, relative to the leasing of a PDP-5 Processor. Yourlease agreement designated #104 will be acceptable to uswith one additional condition which we would like added asitem 4 under your heading "Exceptions and Special Conditions."It is as follows:
4. A. DEC shall maintain workmen's compensation insur-ance in accordance with applicable Federal and statelaws and regulations, and employer's liability andoccupational disease liability insurance in the

amount of $100, 000 for each occurence,

harmless from any and all claims or demands, incluc-ing the costs, expenses and reasonable attorneys!fees incurred on account thereof, that may be made(1) by DC's employees or any other person for
bodily injury to persons or damage to propertyoccasioned by the acts or omissions of DEC orits subcontractors, or agents of any of them, and
(2) by DEC's employees under workmen's compensationor similar acts.

B,. DEC agrees to indemnify and save the Laboratories

We would like five copies of the lease-agreement with the
original and one duplicate to be formally signed, and the
three copies for record purposes,



Mr, D. B. Denniston - 2

Your co-operation in this transaction is appreciated and weare anticipating a delivery of the equipment being specifiedby August 15,.1964,
Yours truly,

NY-7950-SMR-SW De M.



* DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

Name and Address of Customer

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
463 West Street
New York, New York 10014

Digital Equipment Corporation (hereinafter
called DEC), by its acceptance hereof,
agrees to furnish to the Customer, in accor-
dance with this Agreement, use of DEC

Special Agreement for DEC Equipment Rental

Maynard, Massachusetts

Agreement No. 104

f :

equipment listed below (hereinafter
referred to as equipment), a manual of
operation and instruction in the operation
of the equipment.

Type Description Quantity
Monthly

Charge Each

Customer's premises.

Traveling Expenses portion of thie Agreement shall be limited to any necessary
movement of the equipment covered by this Agreement while it is on the

2. Certification of Customer insurance should be supplied to DEC in lieu of a
policy payable to DEC as specified under Insurance Coverage.

3. Due to the "customized" nature of the Type 630 Four (4) Terminal Data Communi-
cations System, the Customer agrees to purchase at least this portion of the

equipment during the first year this Agreement is in effect.

PDP-5 Programmed. Data Processor=5 $877,

Type 33 One-Line Teletypewriter 23.

Extra Equipment Bay 20.
TOTAL MONTHLY CHARGE 38.

Exceptions and Special Conditions

l. The labor furnished by the Customer as mentioned under the Transportation and

1

1

630 . 4 Terminal Data Communications 238,1
+

System

1

Monthly charges will be invoiced on the first of each month. Payment shall be made in full
within thirty (30) days after the date of invoice.



Term of Agreement

This Agreement is effective from the date it is
accepted and shall remain in force, except as
otherwise provided, for one (1) year from the
date the first equipment is installed ready for
use, and may be terminated by either party
then,. povided written notice is received
three 03) months prior, otherwise this Agree-
ment shall remain in full force and effect.
Thereafter it may be terminated or any of the
equipment may be discontinued by either
party at the end of any calendar month pro-
vided three (3) months prior written notice
is received.

Monthly Charges

The charges shown on the face hereof are
those currently in effect, All charges are
subject to change upon three (3) months

for any equipment, the Customer may dis~.
continue it or terminate this Agreement on
the effective date of such change; otherwise,
the new charge shall become effective.

The monthly charges commence in each case
the day following that on which each equip-
ment is installed ready for use.

There shall be added to the above charges
amounts equal to any taxes, however desig-
nated, levied or based on such charges or on
this Agreement or the machines or their use,
including state and local privilege or excise
taxes based on gross revenue, and any taxes
or amounts in lieu thereof paid or payable by
DEC in respect of the foregoing, exclusive,
however, of personal property taxes assessed
on the equipment and taxes based on net in-
come.

Acceptance

The date of acceptance shall become the
invoice date and the beginning of the rental

period described above. Acceptance shall
follow the successful operation of the equip-
ment using standard DEC test procedures
applicable to the system involved. Subject.

to DEC's approval, the Customer may
include special test procedures and
programs. The Customer must bear all
costs of preparation and checking of
any such special programs, and in no
event can the final testing of the system
be delayed by nonavailability of such
special programs. Final agreemeni on
test procedures and programs must
reached no later than thirty (30) days
before scheduled delivery date of
equipment.

Supplies

All supplies used in conjunction wth
this equipment are to be provided sy
the Customer and shall meet DEC speci-
fications.

notice. If the monthly charge is changed
Maintenance

DEC will keep the equipment in gvod
working order and will make all neces-
sary adjustments and repairs. For this
purpose, DEC shall have full and free
access to the equipment. Charges for
any repairs or replacements due to ne-
gligence of the Customer will be borne
by the Customer. The required suitable
electric current to operate the equipment
and a suitable place of installation with
all facilities as specified by DEC will be
furnished by the Customer.

When the distance from the point of instal-
lation to DEC's nearest service location is

greater than 50 miles, travel expenses of
DEC's representatives beyond 50 miles for
maintenance and repair of the equipment
are to be paid by the Customer. The
nearest service location for the purpose of
this Agreement is

Insurance

During the period that the equipment is

installed on the Customer's premises, the



Insurance Continued

Custoner is responsible for loss or damage between the parties with respect to DEC
there.o caused by fire, lightning, sprinkler equipment rental, and such service here-
leakege,-tornado and windstorm, water after is subject to the terms and conditions
damaje, explosion, smoke and smudge, of this Agreement.
aircre ft and motor vehicle damage, earth-
quake, collapse of buildings or structures, Either party may terminate this Agreement
strikes, riots and civil commotion, sabotage, for failure of the other to comply with anyvandclism and malicious mischief, burglary of its terms and conditions.
and theft. Insurance for this purpose payable
to DEC shall be carried by the Customer at All equipment remains DEC's property
the Customer's expense. except as indicated in Purchase Option

below and may be removed by DEC at
Alterations and Attachments any time after termination of this Agree

ment,
Upon prior written authorization from DEC
alterations in or attachments to the equip~ This Agreement shall be governed by the
ment may be made. If the alteration or laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
attachment interferes with the normal and and constitutes the entire Agreement between
satisfactory operation or maintenance of the Customer and DEC with respect to the
any of the equipment in such manner as to furnishing use of DEC equipment. The
increase substantially the cost of maintenance foregoing terms and conditions shall pre-
thereof, or create a safety hazard, the vail notwithstanding any variance with
Customer will, upon notice from DEC to that the terms and conditions of any order
effeci, promptly remove the alteration or submitted by the Customer in respect of
attacliment and restore the equipment to their DEC equipment rental.
normol condition.

It is further agreed that any claim for
Transportation and Traveling Expenses damages against DEC arising out of

failure to comply with the terms and
All transportation, rigging and drayage conditions of this Agreement shall be
charg2s upon the equipment, both from and limited to refund of rental payments and
to the DEC plant, are to be paid by the no consequential damuges of any kind
Customer. Necessary packing cases for will be covered,
the equipment and a representative to
supervise the packing and unpacking will Purchase Option
be furnished by DEC without charge. The
equip:nent covered by this Agreement is not The Customer may purchase at DEC
to be moved to a new location without prior standard list prices the equipment
consent in writing from DEC. The Customer covered by this Agreement in accor-
will furnish such labor as may be necessary dance with the following conditions:
when the equipment is in the possession of
the Customer. 1. Three-fourths of the net rental

payments made during the first
General year may be applied as a credit

towards the purchase price of the
The terms and conditions of this Agreement equipment covered by this Agree-
supersede those of all previous agreements ment.



Purchase Option Continued

2. In addition, one half of the net 5.
rental payments made during the
second and third year may be ap-
plied as a credit toward the purchase
of the machine(s) covered by this
Agreement.

3. Rental payments made after the
third year do not create any credit

by this Agreement.

4, Notice of intent to exercise this
purchase option must be given in
writing to DEC while this Agreement
is still in effect. This notice will
become effective thirty (30) days
after it has been issued. On the ef-
fective date the net amount of the
option price will be invoiced and will

to the equipment will pass to the
Customer at the date of invoice and
this Agreement shall be terminated
and no further obligations on either
party shall exist.

Accepted by:

Digital Equipment Corporation .

All credits under this purchase
option are nullified if this Agree-
ment is terminated prior to the
notice of intent to purchase being
given.

6. These credits are not transferable
to other DEC products.

7. The maximum purchase option
credit from rental payment shall
not exceed 70% of the purchase
price.

toward purchase of equipment covered

be due thirty (30) days later. Title

:

STANLEY C. OLSEN
SALES MANAGER

Customer

By By

Date
Officer's Title

Date



ADDENDUM A

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION Maynard, Massachusetts

Special Agreement for DEC Equipment Rental

Name and Address of Customer Agreement No. 104 Addendum A

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
463 West Street
New York, New York 10014

Per Customer's Request of July 14, the following is an addition to the Exceptions and Special
Conditions of DEC's Agreement No. 104:

4. A. DEC shall maintain workmen's compensation insurance in accordance with
applicable Federal and State laws and regulations, and employer's liability
and occupational disease liability insurance in the amount of $100,000 for
each occurrence.

Be DEC agrees to indemnify and save the Laboratories harmless from any and all
claims or demands, including the costs, expenses and reasonable attorneys'
fees. incurred on account thereof, that may be made (1) by DEC's employees
or any other person for bodily injury to persons or damage fo property
occasioned by the acts or omissions of DEC or its subcontractors, or agenis
of any of them, and (2) by DEC's employees under workmen's compensation
or similar acts.

Accepted by:

Digital Equipment Corporation Customer

By

LAL

STANLEY C. OLSEN Date

Officer's TitleDate

SALES MANAGER
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MSG, NO. W-71664-28
TO HARLAN ANDERSON

FROM BARBARA WHALEN

JUST RECD A CALL FROM WAYNE BROBECK AND HE ASKED ME TO TELL YOU THAT

HE HAD LUNCH WITH A MR. THOMAS OF THE ENGINEERING DIV, OF GENERAL

DYNAMICS IN SAN DIEGO. APPARENTLY THEY ARE INTERESTED IN A COMPUTER

SIMULATOR CORRECTION THAT IS A COMPUTER FOR A REACTOR SIMULATOR AND

IT IS THE SECOND ONE THAT THEY HAVE BUILT. THE FIRSTWAS A BECKMAN

SYSTEM. IF YU XXX YOU ARE INTERESTED FURTHER IN THIS WAYNE CAN

GET YOU THE MANS PHONE NO. AND OTHER INFO. END OR GA PLS ENDI@J+# @@

DIGITAL MAYN



DIGITAL BQUIPHENT (UX) Lorrrsp,
43 Castle Street,

Reading,
Berks,

+

Bist daly, 1964,
a

70 Ken Olsen,

y=? - the ty
and new that the 7*s and SA's are being introduced?

t seems te me that our doliverios ef 5*s, during this
6 months peried before delivery on the fast machines Commence, could

oompetiters' eqrignent,

pro€itebly at thie price ve should contin te market then generally,

Fe
§ &take deli

severely affected as custmers will either wait fer the faster

06 that silow all custemrs for 4% and 5°s
trades in en the 7's and SA's when these are available

we then prices on and 5°s by 30% say, so that
At this tine

difficulty im parting with then,
have no

Tm fact, if we are still able te make then

A sevend suggestion is that we reduce the prise on the 4°s and
how that they continue to sell as separate items in spite ef the and
SA's seen reasonable te de this as we already sell a arge

eur machines at 24% discount Further eur sales costs these machines
are considerably lewer now that we have @ goed number delivered
in these could introduce less favourable quantity disecunt srrangeuent.

Ther te me te be advantage in nentinaing te market
leas advanced computers, even at an artificially depressed price, because
they will give S now custemers, will take sales away from competitors and
make it harder fer thes to reduce their prices and will provide future sales
for will meehines to offer with much
greater speed,

Suggested
os tellews

these cenputers, vith « 30%

4K menory, paper tape printer ete, samt

4X menery, tape printer ete. 6 30k
PDP
4K memory, paper tape printer ote, som
POH?

Continmed sosssessece
4K menery, paper tage printer ote,



1 que allowed « mextuen disseuat ef 15% on the slower nechines
"4 et&tl be making money (2 think).

3°d appreciate seme firm pelicy on this matter es 3%s hardfer ws te decide in Eurepe without being fully aware ef all the facts
fin regard to manufacturing costs ete,, and we are going inte the problem

customses losing interent in the 4*s and ia taveur ef 7*s and

$
ie. NR, Massarese,

3



H.

interoffice Memeorandum

To: PDP~6 List Date: July 22, 1964

Subject: Pricrity Assignments in Core Memories From: Bob Savell

The changing of priority assignments will be made by changing of back~panel
wiring from 1664 cutpufs instead of by unplugging and moving Memory Bus

cables, This is due fo the crossover problems thai arise with the flat coax
cable.

RES/Il



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

: :

:

DATE July 22, 1964
SUBJECT Peripheral Equipment Ordering
TO G. Moore . ROM Bob Saveil

R. Lane
R. Beckman

cc: H. Anderson
G. Bel]

a

At present, long delivery items such as Card Readers and Line Printers are
ordered or in stock sufficient only to cover MAC, Brookhaven, University
of Western Australia, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, and Rutgers University.
Delivery of these items can run 3 to 4 months from the vendor to us. Any
systems in prospect beyond these should have Construction Requisitions re-
leased in time to order.

RES/II

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD,



DATE July 23, 1964
SUBJECT
TO H. Anderson FROM Bob Savell

R, Beckman

Maynard Sandler and Herb Norton told me today that there are eight girls assembling 6205 modules.Each of these girls can produce one and a half to two a day. Herb will begin getting modules
Thrusday, July 23, at a rate sufficient to keep Him up to his ears in testing. He has two testers at
present and people to run them which give him the capability of turning out five to eight testedmodules per day. Since Western Australia lacked only seventeen modules yesterday and five were
in Herb Norton's hands at this time, the Western Australia machine should have all its modules by
Monday morning at the latest.

Providing Western Australia does get all its modules by Monday morning, this means that Herb has
the entire week to test 6205's for the LRL machine at a rate of five to eight a day. If we are luckyand there are no real problems the 6205's should be done by the time the machine goes upstairs on
August 3. Maynard did say, however, that his best guarantee would be probably a half week
late based on the fact that he might run into some problems. There are enough modules in final
assembly, and Maynard assures me that the assembly is continuing at a constant rate.

My conclusions from my discussion with him and from direct questions put to him regarding the
production rate are that even with complete hand assembly using the girls our production rate is
sufficient to meet our one and a half machines per month quota of fifty-four 6205's per month and
then some.

There is a new board layout now being finished up by Russ Doane which will allow automatic in-
sertion of components and a third tester being built by Russ Doane which will further up the pro-
duction rate.

RES/mro

>

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 27, 1964
SUBJECT Visit by University of Penn.

TO H. Anderson FROM G. Moore
G. Bell

Dr. John Francis Lubin, who is the newly appointed Director of
the Computer Center at the University of Pennsylvania, called to
arrange a visit up here. He was one of the audience in Bob Lane's
recent presentation at University of Pennsylvania. At that time,
Bob suggested that he come to Maynard to talk to Harlan Anderson
and Gordon Bell about PDP-6 time sharing and about long range
programming plans. His forthcoming visit for that purpose is on
Friday, August 7.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE:

: MEMORANDUM
DATE July 27, 1964

SUBJECT 6th ANNUAL DEC OUTING--September 12, 1964
TO Works Committee FROM Bob Lassen

Place - Camp Ararat
Date Saturday, September 12, 1964

5M
Estimated Attendance - 1600 (1963 attendance - 1400)

00

Attendance this year must of necessity be limited to hus-
bands, wives and children of DEC employees. Employees who are
not married will be limited to not more than 2 guests.

Estimated Cost--1964 Last Year's Cost
Camp Ararat $170 $170
Police 90 90
Bus Service 50 50
Maynard Band 200 200
Cartoon Films 25 25

Beverages 135 115
Pop Corn 55 50
Cotton Candy 65 60
Prizes 250 200
Rentals (tents, chairs) 100 50
Miscellaneous 150 100

TOTALS $4,490 $3,660

Activities

Children's Rides 400 150
Food (labor & supplies) 2,800 , (1? 2,400

In general, the planned activities will be similar to last
year with an emphasis on a "carnival" atmosphere. This year I
recommend that we have additional children's rides and possibly
a "midway" of game tents. Children's rides are always popular
and are useful in keeping the kids both happy and busy. In addi-
tion, I feel that we should repeat the cartoon films, pop corn,
cotton candy, hay rides and the Maynard Community Band. All of

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



6th Annual DEC Outing -2 - July 27, 1964

these activities were extremely popular last year.
We will also hold the usual children's contests including

the egg throwing, pie eating, tug of war and sack races. Soft-
ball will be limited to the late afternoon.

Food - No menu has been planned thus far. Suggestions are wel-
come. We must plan on faster service possibly through the use
of a tent to enlarge the present Ararat facilities.

RTL/jfr

>



July 27, 1964

m to Bob Lane
Harlan Anderson

Stan Olsen
Nick Mazzarese

Teleg
ce:

Mr. Varda is very upset because of a rumor that DEC is considering merger with

Bunker-Ramo. This is foolishness. | never heard the rumor before and would never consider
4it. Please acknowledge your receipt of this telegram.

Ken Olsen

Telare AB
Industrigatan 4
Stockholm K, Sweden

:



Lf Andersen
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
29 July 1964SUBJECT

Warranty, Per Call, and Contract Maintenance of Computer
Sales Persermel R. Beckman
Custemer Relations Personnel

COMPANY CONFXDENTYAL

INTRODUCTION

To Systems FROM

This memo is intended to clarify and insure proper-disseminationof DEC's policies and practices concerning warranty and postewarranty maintenance of computer systems. Axtached are copies ofour Terms and Conditions, Per Call Maintenance services available,and Maintenance Centzacts available. These are discussed and
anplified below.

The following subjects are covered: warranty policy; per callmaintenance policy, including comparison to corresponding IBM
service; maintenance contract policy, including comparison to
corresponding 15M sexvice; policy on providing full time main-
tenance personnel; and application of these policies in foreignareas,

Tne information here reflects current DEC policy and practice.
These axe cmrtainly subject to change and improvement and your
comments and suggestions will be welcomed.

WARRANTIES

DEC's computer warranty as it appears in the terms and conditionsjs fairly typical and covers the replacement of malfunctioning
parts only. Re mention is made of the work required to determine
which parts are at fault. re has been our practice to interpretthis very broadly and te provide the treuble shooting and main-
tenance work required if the customer requests it. In addition,
we attempt to visit every installation periodically and perform
preventive Maintenance im order to reduce unscheduled down time
to a Cur Fo and nurber of trained personnel
imerease, we hope to get to the point where the majority of the
actual field service work is preventive maintenance rather than
corrective maintenence, The objective, of course, is to insure
that the customer gets reliable service from his equip-
ment, Chia will result in the customer coming back to us fox
additional equipment and will help to convince other prespects
that they sheould use computers. In addition, the type of
maintenance a customer receives during the warranty period has

nt

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT Sepa;oRObODeerVRE'NARD MASSACHUSETTS
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COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL

3-

The majority of per call maintenance work is done within a
50 mile radius of the office providing the service (the pro~
portion will increase wus we expand and get more maintenance
people into field offices). As a result, many calls are handled
on the basis of a man going from one place to another rather
than from and hack to the office. Determining actual travel
time spent as a result of any one customer's call can be a time
consuming and expensive process. As far as after hours work is
concerned, our normal practice is to receive trouble calls only
during normal working hours, but once the werk has started it
continues as long as is practicable or necessary. Establishing
a flat rate that does not apply to travel time and is constant
regardless of the actual hours worked is a convenience both to
the customer and to DEC. The rate itself has been established
taking these various factors inte account and at the present
time is considered to be equitable to both DEC and the customers.

It is interesting to compare our per call maintenance with that
provided by IBM. At first glance their rates seem better than
curs but when you dig into it deeper and take everything into
account, it usually turns out that we are providing more at
equal ox Less cost. Of course, where 28M really has us is the
fact that they have reughly five times as many maintenance people
{just for computer equipments) as we have total employees. As
a result, they (relatively speaking) can blanket the country and
can claim closer facilities and faster response. At the same
time, several of our customers have told us that they get faster
response and better service from a DEC office 200 miles away
than they do fron an IBM office 30 miles away.

IBM's basic hourly rates are $14.50 during reqular working hours,
$19.00 outside regular working hours and $21.00 con Sundays and
holidays. On the average it looks like our rate is a little bit
higher, but X3M charges portal to portal and the customer pays
these rates for the time the man is traveling from his office
to the customer's gite and back again. As a vesult, for the
same job our charges would usually be a Little bit less. In
addition, IBM's charges are on a man~hour basis. IL two men go
on a call during normal working hours, the custcmer gets charged
$29.00 an hour fox che total time from the TBM office to the
customer's site, Fixing the equipment, and back to the IBM office.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION -
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INTENANCE CONTRACTS

Attached is a descrigetion of the «wo maintenance contract plans
we offer,
Maintenance is not DEC's primary business. Maintenance work
must show some profit in order to continue providing the service,
but the real profit in maintenance contracts is the continuing
contact with the customer and the cppertunity co insure proper
operation of the equipment.

From the customer's point of view there are Ma advantages
to a Maintenance contract. Firet, is the fact that the contract
provides for reguiar preventive maintenance for his system.
Proper preventive maintenance will invariably improve the pexrform-
ance of the system and will reduce and even eliminate unscheduled
down time due to component failures. A DEC maintenance contract
provides the customer with trained, experienced maintenance
personnel who work full time on nothing but DEC supplied equip=-
ment. This further reduces down time due to system failures by
reducing the time required to locate and correct a fauit. fn
addition, changes in maintenance personnel do not result in
costiv and time consuming xetraining on the part cf the customer.
The burden of such training is borne by DEC and in the event of
changes in the DEC maintenance personnel involved, sufficient
overiap ig provided to insure continuity of service. Since
the maintenence contract covers all parts that might be required
it is, in effect, an inssurance policy that covers the customer
for catastrophic failures in his system. The maintenance contract
covers all expenses travel and living expenses),
which allows the customer to accurately predict what his mainten-
ance costs will be. To the majority of cur customers this is
an important podnt since they can usually arrange fox allocation
of a fixed amount per year each more easily than they can get an
open-ended fund to cover waintenance on @ per call basis.
fhe percentage methcd of calculating maintenance contract
charges was adopted to simplify the process and to minimize
the cost (both time and money} of the contracts.
Obviously, a fixed percentaye is more than adequate in some

the establishment of the *24€0 winamum. The anount
@ represents average expenses for the bi-monthly preventive

maintenance work plua a fudge factor to cover parts replacement

:cases and inedecuate in cases when
pieces of equipment, On system basewe however, the percentages
represent reasoneble averages, Tae advent of che Ppp-5 required

and some unscheduled maintenance calls.
DI GITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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The printed form indicates that the minimum charge for either
pien is $2400. This is an error; Lt was not a printing error,it was my eyror. At the time the minimum charge was established
it was decided that the $2400 wus appropriate in both cases,
Since that time consideration of specific cases have proven
that it is unvorkeble, The ran charge for Plan 2 contracts
has been increased to $4060 per year. New sheets with this
correction will be made available and in the meantime the pre~
sent sheets can be used with a pen and ink correction to the
Piun 2 WAAAY charge,

The provision in Plan 1 for additional charges for travel time
eutside normal working hours is not rigidly enforced. It was
included primarily to discourage unnecessary requests for after-
hours work, Within rearon, we will do some after~hours work without
extra charge, but we don't make any promises to the customer in
this REGIA Gur usual practice ia to continue work once started
im oxdet to get the system back on the air. Yhis provision for
extra charges dees not apply to the travel time required tc get
to remote

Wote that the deseviption of maintenance contracts dees not
obliuate us to enter a contract af We don't want tor ror

we will not wrte Pian 2 contracts fer those locations
pes a received, Xn

these cases the customers probably won't want Plan 2 contracts
beeccuse the only really significant dfference between Plan 1

7 Ty gots 4 wien os fine
ea : be aay oo

a eaii at micnight and a call at eight
fo 1Lowina wewhang. Under these circumstances,

interest of the customer, it the company 's
and ducy to vefuse to enter inte such a contract. In

Luce

EXAMSsle,
: we+

:

ta+: :

in response time between

aod in the
:

chat ave within reascneble driving distance of
ices that have permanentig personnel .

As in the case of per call mointenance it is interesting to
vyUY and cher gc: thore OL: ered oy anh The

THM contracts cover ae 4 pep and Lubor just as de, They
have varying charges depending upon the hours of coverage de~
sired, buts they have a much more fand complicated)
5

e
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e
iBM wakes no specific commitments in regard te preventive
maintenance, PM's are an important part of our maintenance
phiiosophy. What we're really shooting for is to see happy
customers once every other month instead of seeing irate
customers every other day.

Oux contracts cover all transportation and living expenses,
whereas IBM charges extra for transportation and Living expenses
outside a ffteen mile vadivs frem the office. IBM has enough
people spread around in enough places that this is an academic
point fox the wajority of their customers. Our contracts are
figured to include transportation charges for two reasons. One
is the previously noted fact that it's usually easier for the
customer to arrange for a fixed amount fox maintenance. Second,
charging transportation separately in each case would put us in
the awkward position of essentiully telling a potential computer
customer that 4 he buys our equipment it will cost him more to
have it maintained because we're a small company and he doesn't
happen to ke close to one of our offices. The other side of the
coin, of course, is that the local customer mey feel that he is

he is lecal and aan get hold of us easier.

payang ra to help subsidize travel to remote locations. The
answer to that one is that the iccal customer enjoys shorter
response time ana gets a little bit more attention just because

IBM's method of figuring maintenance contract charges is completely
different from ours. They establish a dollar amount per month
for each specific type of equipment. The doliar amount refers
to one shift, Monday threuch Priday maintenance, Anything be-
yond the basic maintenance involves an additional charge that's
figured as a percentage of the basic charge. The table of ver=

that they must use a 7090 to figure out how to quote a
ance contract. 'To get twenty-four hour, seven day a week service
corresponding to our Plan 2 you start with the basic nonth ly
charge; add 60 per cent for twenty-four hours, Monday through
Friday; add another 15 per cent for twenty-four hours on Satur~
day; and another 18 ggr cent for twenty-foux hours on Sunday .

eentrages long and there are so many possible combinations

The basic monthly rates that IBM has established reflects what
we ail Enow; that some things are easier to maintain than others.
The rates for central processors are much lower, for example,
than the cates for things Like mag tapes and line printers.

percentage of the seliing price ef the item involved. Keep in mind
that our Plan 1 charge is 3 per cent and our Plan 2 charge is

Some axe given . For purposes cf comparison to
to aour rates the monthiy used by ITEM have been converted

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSECE Cant.SITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



Note that while individual atems wary the total
for a typical system comes ou. quite close whet ow charges
wou d be This ther wich two caomplece)y sia tecer

results Shere aro, of edventages and disadvantages te
both mesnode. 'the p<: method nas tse Advantage

yor hava littl: or 10 operacspy "TL Wad ONE, f2 hax the Gi

equiprents to ovh tv "he specif.
amoun: vemoves rhe upusually larce
of high fablure vate coms, however. require a fatty
amount of pagt history : it makes if ouch

for a oew item, and is weld wequire covstanc, detetied review

Our vates fand the of in the rates! are, of
course, open co review end revision Ag we gather aad analyze
@ata on maintenance costs wa j set 2 better feel for juse
what contracts charges should be.

FULL-TIME, OM LAK MALNTENANCS FER:

for the specafac job. Eachb specific has to be

@ to Plan 1 the charge per year would be 25,000 oy v per cent
of the value or the system, whichkevex is greater. Yor twenvy-
four hour service corresponding to flan 2 the cherge per year

appreacwes we wand wp with, on the average, Liy ins seme

tuat ic easy co use aac co ippiy to devices on which

advantaye thac Uepends on e pretty good overall may of vacaous

rat
4

:

:

to 'and to customers tmore : the

:

Wee

for inten: pecaome to oe casigned to work bul-1 time on
We OTM ger requegcs customers and CHS a COME wo

AP

We're recliy mot gtared up wide bis,
: ary personns 1but i could be cere om the of warding the

in order to provide « fir buy toe Folia Pay t-ygurese caa
be used as an estimate. For cne-shift maintenance

would be $75,000 or five per cent of the system velue. whiehever
jggreater
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APPLICATION IN FOREIGN AREAS

At the present time the policies and charges described above
apply in all areas.

It is recognized that some variations in the present arrangements
may be required in different countries. Comments and suggestions
from the people concerned in the various offices would be helpful.In particular, information is required in regard to appropriatelabor rates and geographical limitations.
CONTRACT FORMS

A formal maintenance contract form was drawn up some time ago,
hut so fax there has been no requirement to reproduce it in
quantity. All of our contracts to date (which are presently
bringing in about $4000 per month) have been either governmentcontracts on their forms or simply purchase orders that reference
the description sheet and quotation letters.
Detailed quotation and negotiation of maintenance contracts is
handled by Custemer Relations. The greatest single factor in
selling maintenance contracts is, of course, the field service
man himseif, and the impression the customer has of our mainten-
ance services, Salesmen in the field can be a big help in selling
contracts and we will issue periodic notices of warranty expira-
tion dates on the various installations in specific areas.

Contact Bob Beckman, Jack Shields, Steve Mikulski, or Alan Ross,
for additional general information or to prepare a specific
quotation on maintenance contracts.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



TERMS AND CONDITIONS

OF PRICE QUOTATIONS

The following Terms and Conditions apply to the attached quotation unless specifically modified within the letter of

transmittal .

A. Prices quoted herein shall remain in effect for sixty (60) days from the date of this quotation.

B. The prices quoted herein are f.o.b. Digital Equipment Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts, and do not include

Federal Excise Taxes or any applicable state and local taxes, any insurance costs, or any foreign taxes, includ-

ing tariffs, customs duties or any exporting or importing taxes.

C. All invoices are due and payable thirty (30) days after invoice date. Payment must be in United States Dollars.

D. All transportation costs and any special packing or installation costs involved with the delivery of the equipment

quoted herein from Maynard, Massachusetts to location of installation will be paid by the customer.

E. Any modifications to the equipment or terms specified herein may cause extensions of the delivery dates and/or

increases in the quoted prices.

F. All of the equipment quoted herin is guaranteed to be free from design and manufacturing defects for a period of

six (6) months following the date of delivery and/or acceptance (see below). Any component which fails during

this period will be reparied or, at DEC option, replaced. This warranty does not cover components which have

been modified without DEC approval or which have been subjected to unusual physical or electrical stress. Upon

expiration of the warranty, system maintenance service is available from DEC on a contract or per call basis.

G. The date of acceptance shall become the invoice date and the beginning of the guarantee period described above.

Acceptance shall follow the successful operation of the equipment using standard DEC test procedures applicable

to the system involved. Subject to DEC's approval, the buyer may include special test procedures and programs.

The buyer must bear all costs of preparation and checking of any such special programs, and in no event can the

final testing of the system be delayed by nonavailability of such special programs. Final agreement on test pro-

cedures and programs must be reached no later than thirty (30) days before scheduled delivery date of equipment.

H. Any standard options, to be added to a system after delivery, will be charged for on the following basis:

Total selling price of added equipment plus 5% to cover field installation costs. These installa-

tion costs are to be not less than $200 nor more than $5,000.

in addition, all applicable travel expenses for person(s) making the installation will be paid for

by the customer.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

FIELD MAINTENANCE SERVICES AVAILABLE

PER CALL BASIS

Digital Equipment Corporation offers field maintenance service for PDP computers and asso-
ciated equipment upon expiration of warranty, ona per call basis.

The services discussed here are available anywhere within the continental limits of the United
States. At the present time, DEC service centers are located at 146 Main Street, Maynard ,
Massachusetts; 8939 Sepulveda Boulveda Boulevard, Los Angeles, California, 2450 Hanover
Ave., Palo Alto, California; 1259 Rt. 46, Parsippany, N.J.; 1430 K St. N.W., Washing-
ton, D.C.; 1301 Richmond Road, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada; 910 North Busse Highway, Park
Ridge, Illinois; 300 Seco Road, Industrial Park, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; South Melbourne ,
Victoria, Australia; 8 Munchen 22, West Germany; and Paris, France.

Maintenance work performed ona per call basis is subject to the following charges:

1. $20.00 per hour of actual on-site work (minimum charge, $20.00).

2. Transportation at $. permile (automobile or actual cost of commercial trans=

portation).

3. Cost of replacement parts.

4, Additional charges for installations in Area 2.

a. $20.00 per day (including travel time).
b. Minimum charge $100.00 plus transportation.

NOTE:

AREA 1 Within a 50 mile radius of a DEC Service Center.

AREA 2 Locations more than 50 miles from a DEC Service Center

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: General Information DATE: July 31, 1964

O: PDP-4 Distribution List FROM: Bob Sevell

During the period betwoan August and August 16 f will be away on vacation, All
PDP-6 ECO's and ony new sroduction drawings will ce signed by Alan Kotok in my abyence.

Commencing Augus? 1%, both Alon ared : f will coprove all PDP-6 ECO's., Enginaering
Wt. TS s Thigdo ago, Sete Alon K

:

From now on ciny Meoduction arising te sreduction of POP-S systems

7 0 Meri 7 F O33 of Cu Neain CS
PDP 4 Systm7

Engingers and the producifion of PDP-& syure oSPBINS

Probiems related to use or operation of the PDF-6 Pratetyse should be referred to A. Hall,
excen? for routine setvice cabls,

RES/ ro



DATE June ist, 1964.

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT un Foreign Uperations
TO Jon Fadiman FROM J. Doyle
cc:

Harian anderson €-
baca BALLS

hn werhy,

The Csnadian cow,any shoule provide weny of the answers to
the questions pores in your «ew of way th. Its zirst full year
oi overation (whici cnues on J me uth} wiit rovice a sa.es
Sai.ht ly createc than ovy,vuy Canacian co Lars. Nu real atten. t
has been :naue to measure our efticiency b.t the foiluwing voint:
shouig be noted:

l. the bey ve toua on a very : share of cur
own accountin, anc t 316 1

CowearcG Will that wich
Carriec out room The iatter

method WOuld a com, .etely Se accountin,, ane
oitice stati umuec the dircetion vi inte.nationai
sales. The , 4 taxes,
euavyuent Meu. die:
ol icreign Cae, the conversion Yy.otnyg,
amc inveacin, on saies, cerivery etc., are functions
which can best be cone in the foreign ccuntry.

i row
gods: :

O1 which Af not very cu.ic.tabie, bat can
st Lon... iy. The

we

Tho aeien, the culiection

what this wean is that each foreign
a miniature version of i.avnerd ame aii of the ort
facilities are nut available to it as they are to the b.o.
branch offices. Any attempt to maxe ther. available would
resuat im extva man,ower at Maynard greater than that wiiich
woulu be requicea

The Canadian com any now «wees two girls very busy, anc the
paper worn 15 stili Co an absuiute For exauple,
we are now being assed to quote 1.U.B. Uttawa in some cases

through customs, arranging for transshipment and xeeping account

: a t

and we wiil t this as general poiicy shortiy this will
mean that we must get into the business of clearing shipments

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



MEMO (Cont'd) 2- June ist, 1964,

of shipping charges etc. Shipping goods 'customer toclear' is most unsatisfactory and often involves two
weeks delay due to the customers' own fumbling.
What has been said so far is that a foreign operation
requires a lot of paver work for smooth G,eration, andlittle can be handled from Maynard, U.s. sales expense
figures are therefore not applicable in measuring foreign
eificiency.

Z. The question cf how auch help do we really get from Maynard
Should be considered. The U.S. sales machine is available
to us in the form of humans who wili travel, and in the
form of advertising waterial, which is aailed to the cuStouer,.
The actual nusber of sales trips to Cenaca has been less than
six, with at least as wany more beiny ucne tor installations.
(As of now, a certain portion of tiie installation and Warranty
work is being done by an em,-ioyee of the Canadian couvany.)
The Canadian maiiing List contains 6uu naves out of the 25,009

@ tctal.
Unlixe the accounting question, the nace facilities are
at our disposai when it comes to cates, but the ultimate
aim wust be tc provice as much het as pussibie frow the
foreign company itself, As of August, the Canadian company
Will be equipvec to handle any conceivavle sales situation
and wiil concuct its own programming ciasses on a regular
basis.
There is no sensible reason for doing cur own advertising,
although more icreigm icentification will have to accumpany
the literature ixom Maymard in the

What this section has said is that whatever the foreign burden
to the U.S. saies force, be it 50% of the 12% sales bucget or
whatever, a we l equipped ioreign operation will remove a Large
load from customer relations by handling its own waintenance
and instaiiations.

3. To summarive therefore, a properly operated foreign subsidiary
cannot be considerea as an extension oi the sales cepartisent,
either from a cost or management point of view. It is really

eed



MEMG (Cont'd) - 3 - June ist, 1964.

a email octupus and several cost figures would enter into
the establishment oi a discount structure. The ideal
situation would be to have the subsidiary treated as just
another customer and this is very mech how the Large U.o.

i) m

CucpOrations treat their Canadian counterparts.
Ii the question of discount structures is in fact urgently
important, 1 wouid like to sit down and go over the arith-
metic with someone, The same rule wiil not apply to ali
Subsidiaries, since some will become manuiacturers and others
will mot, anc sowe will take on more of theix self-government
than others.

DID: bb. O. Doyle.



June 3, 1964

2 ysec Memories

H. Anderson J. McKalip Robert E, Savell
R. Best A. Kotok
E. Harwood T. Strollo
R. Frith R. Lane

In order to insure that PDP-6 system deliveries are not held upit will be
necessary to supply testec 16K 2 microsecond memories to Computer Check-
out according to the schedule below. These will probably all be of the
present design.

Responsibility for ordering early enough and producing to this schedule rests
with Jim McKalip.

MAC A.S.A.P. probable date July 15-22

Brookhaven July 1 probable date August 15-22

Univ. of A. Sept.

Inventory Sept. 1, Oct. 1

RES/I|
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June 2, 1964

SUBJECT Visit by Brookhaven Engineer

TO R. Savell N. Mazzarese Gordon Bell

A. Kotok Anderson
R, Lane R. Beckman

Howard Pate will be here Monday-Wednesday, June 8-10 to ask questions
about PDP-6 hardware so that Brookhaven can connect equipment to it.

TédsStrollo, the project engineer, will not be here and as such | have
asked Howard Pate to contact Bob Savell when he arrives.

a



MEMORANi 4

fA June 2, 1964

R. Hughes R. Best Arthur HallJ. Cudmore M. Sandler
. Olsen D. White
. Anderson

»

A request from Foxboro for some measure of module reliability led me
to explore the matter yesterday with Jim Cudmore.

It is my understanding that we do not currently have any figures derived
from the raw information which reveal either relative or absolute reliability
of our modules.

We know how many modules have been submitted for repair but not how
how many required repair nor how many were in use and thus liable to

possible trouble.

At the very least, would suggest that we find out for all module types
currently in production what percentage of each module type manufactured
(since some date) have required repairs.

| do not see the utility of recording (as | believe we currently do) only
the absolute totals of modules submitted for repair.

AH/II

EQUIPMENT :

:

:



Mr. Lee Ware

Mr. Ted Knight
Mr. M. Thompson

Major William Clay
Mr. William Chadwell

Mr. Paul Hachigian
Mr. Matthew Tutino

Mr. R. A. Leonard

Dr. Friedman

Mr. Kenneth H. Olsen

Mr. Harlan Anderson

Mr. Robert Lane

DECEQ e

DECEO. : :

Western Union": :

::

:

:

Contracting Officer= USAMA, Philadelphia
DECEO :

TT .

ITT

ITT

ITT

DEC

DEC

DEC
7



INTEROFFICe
MEMORANDUM4:

DATE June 4, 1964

SUBJECT Rental Discussion Minutes

TO Kenneth Olsen FROM
Harlan Anderson
ce: Win Hindle

Dick Mills
Dick Best
Stan Olsen

Dave Packer

It was decided to offer rental terms to the following potential PDP-6
customers:

}. Adams-Keydata
2. University of Arizona

3. Lockheed (Georgia)

@ Terms will be based on a monthly rate of about 1/30 of price.

Boston College has been offered a time payment plan for a PDP-6.
Terms are: 5 year period with 6% interest on outstanding balance.

Dick Mills will pull together rental information as a first step toward

development of a standard rental policy.

DP:nes

CORPORATION > MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
DIGITAL



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Films for Australia

TO Jack Atwood FROM Harlan E, Anderson
cc: Jon Fadiman and Bob Lane

DATE June 2, 1964

Several weeks ago | asked you if you could make arrangements to borrow
the Air Force film on the Psychology Laboratory at Bedford and the Sketchpad
Film for use by the University of Western Australia, Have you had any success
on this so far?

Andy

Path. Pages

Nod CJ

e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



June 4, 1964

Reliability Information
A. Hall Jim Cudmore
R. Hughes
K. Olsen
R, Bast
M. Sandler
D. White> H,. Anderson

Arthur Hall's reauest for reliability information
nas prompted me to change the record keeping system
of module repairs.
The raw data to obtain % of module repairs by typeis available, This information must however, be
manipulated to get the actual results requested.
Enclosed is a copy of the form to be used for zach
module type presently being manuractured,
Unless absolutely necessary, the conversion to the
use of this form will be gradue and take several
months.

CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSEQU PMENT
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@ INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: Microtape Protection DATE: June 4, 1964

TO: PDP-6 List, PDP-6 FROM: Haris Hyman

There ave three classes of Microfape reels in the cabinet on the PDP-6,

RED STICKERS: These should have the users initials .

Use these reels with weite lock only.

OTHER STICKERS: Free reels

NO STICKERS: No timing and mark tracks .

HH:stw



DATE June 12, 1964
SUBJECT Proposed Cost Center Coding
TO Works Committee FROM W. Hindle

We would like to discuss the following cost center list at the Works Committee
Meeting next Tuesday.

Sales 0-29
International Marketing 30 -49
Engineering 50 - 69
Manufacturing 70 - 89
Administration 90 -100

Cost Center Responsibility Code

Home Office Sales
Los Angeles Sales
Palo Alto Sales

Pittsburg Sales
Illinois Sales
Ann Arbor Sales
Orlando Sales
Denver Sales
Northwest Sales
Texas Sales
New England Sales

. Olsen 01
- Olsen 02
. Olsen 03
. Olsen 04
- Olsen 05
. Olsen 06
. Olsen 07
. Olsen 09
. Olsen 10
. Olsen 1]
. Olsen 12
. Olsen 13
. Olsen 14

Technical Publications Atwood 28
Customer Relations Beckman 29
United Kingdom Leng 30
Canada . Doyle 31

Germany 32
Australia 33
France 34
Drafting 50
Engineering Best 5]
Programming 52
Model Shop 53

Systems - Engineering Greene 54

Quality Control 57
Mechanical Engineering 58

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMe : :

4

4

R. Mills

Washington D.C. Sales
New Jersey Sales

:

:

J.
G . Huewe
R . Smart
J . Fadiman1

R . Melanson7

R.
G . Bell
G . Gerales
P,

Test Equipmes: R. Hughes 55

Computer Checkout 56E . Harwood
R . Hughes
L . Prentice

PAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Cost Center Responsibility Code

Production Control M. Sandler 70
Silk Screening M. Sandler 7)
Module Assembly M. Sandler 72
Final Test M. Sandler 73
Maintenance J. Culkins 74
Sub System Assembly J. Smith 75
Sheet Metal L, Prentice 76
Machine Shop L. Prentice 77

: Small Module Production M. Sandler 78
General Administration R. Mills 90
Purchasing H. Crouse 91

: Personnel R. Lassen 92

6

:

N



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 12, 1964
SUBJECT Brookhaven Laboratories

TO Harlan Anderson FROM ob Lane

Following several discussions with Dr. Linderbaum at Brookhaven
Laboratories, I found it highly desirable to propose leasing the
Type 570 Tape Unit to Brookhaven for a period of either one or
two years under the following terms and conditions: that during
the first year the equity build up would be 75% of the rental
paid; during the second year the equity build up would be 50%
of the rental paid. The rental rate is $1,000 per month includ-
ing on call maintenance. I realize the above is contrary to
your recommendation; however, I discussed the above with both
Nick and Stan and arrived at the above figures and decision to
make the offer to Brookhaven Laboratories. The possibility of
their accepting is 99%.

CC: Ken Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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ces: N. Mazzarese
G..Bell
R. Lane

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM H. Anderson

DATE June 15, 1964
SUBJECT COBOL

TO Those Concerned FROM Qeorge Rice
The following was taken from a recent Air Force Regulation:

"NW. General Policies:
a. Automated data systems within the Air Force are

categorized as follows:
(1) MANAGEMENT SUPPORTING DATA SYSTEMS,

Those which maintain records and produce information or datain support of management or administrative functions. Sub-
systems concerned with source-data automation, informationretrieval, data display, and similar techniques are includedwithin the management supporting category when directly re-
lated or integral to such data systems. Systems or subsystemsfor training or educational purposes, including advanced
mathematical or similar studies, are also considered to be
management supporting.

(2) OPERATIONS SUPPORTING DATA SYSTEMS
Those which produce information, usually on a real-time or
near real-time basis, for decision making related to direct
command and/or control of forces and also those which support
weather, warning, intelligence, and other operationally
associated functions. For command or control, and support
systems, the term applies only to the information processing
portion thereof.

:

(3) RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT SUPPORTING DATA SYSTEMS
Those systems or processes which are computational in nature
(i.e., simulation, data reduction, test analysis, biometrics,
etc.) and directly support approved research and development
activity.

b. HQ USAF will control and monitor the design of
automated data systems."

:

The enclosed letter shows that for Management Supporting Data
Systems the Air Force is pushing hard to standardize on COBOL.
The PDP's without it should still do well in categories 2 and
3, We should realize that COBOL is becoming a standardized
language and the PDP-6 may be lacking some when selling to
computer centers for business type schools.

Under item b. above "HQ USAF" is located here at Hanscom Field.

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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LAURENCE G, HANSCCA FICLD oS2, MAZZACHUJTTFG 01731
ROPLY TO

OF; ESQ

SUBJECT; Air Force Policy on COBOL

TO : Digital Equipment Corp.
Maynard, Mass bend

Attn: Mr. George L. Rice

Questions submitted to this office in connection w a mandatory
COBOL requirement on a recent computer selection 2 oject have
indicated a need to further disseminate the policy of the Air force
on the use of COBOL. A copy of a letter from this office to the par-
ticipating vendors elaborating upon this recent mancatory require-

+ment to use COBOL is attached for your info The guicance
contained in this letter reflects current and future Air Force policy
based upon a phased Wan of a COBO, 4 cavability.

att

2. The basis for the Air Force DoL icy on is contained ina
letter dated 12 July 1963 from Hq USAL
Subject: Implementation or Tais letter designated COLOL
as the standard programming la for manacement-sunporting
data systems and called for an transition to COBOL, The

Air force Commanaswy

letter require the following implementin1g actions:

a. Train all programmers in COBOL.

b. All new flow charts vo e prepared in COBOL.

evr or major revisions toC.
existing systerns

3, In view of the announced Air on manufac-
turers should anticipate a requ: ment fox an increasec COBOL
capability on future Air SDP selections for managemcnt-
supporting data systems and plan accordingly,

2

cs

:

7
7UP weCpa

EDWARD McCLOY
Acquire... forColonel, USAS

Chief, EDP Equipment: 3 4
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT COMPUTER OPTION TABLE
DATE June 15, 1964

TO Computer Guidance Comitee FROM Jack Atwood
Dave Packer
Trudy Karr
John O'Leary

In response to a proposal which has had the enthusiastic supportof virtually everyone contacted, Trudy Karr and John O'Leary have
compiled a preliminary Conputer Option Table." This table
attempts to indicate which options go with which computers and
where detaiis on each option may be found in our literature.
This project could he one of the most helpful side jobs we have
ever undertaken. Properly compiled and periodically up-dated, the
table would tell the salesmen what options we actually offer -
whether or not they appear on the price lists. It could also
serve aS a guide to the distribution of costs among the various
product lines. And it could even bring final agreement on the
desirability of offering certain options about which there is or

@ may be some difference of opinion between individuals and/or
departments.

Because I am suggesting that the Table have this sort of semi-
official status, I have asked that it be included for discussion
at the Computer Guidance Committee Meeting on Wednesday, June 17,
before the draft version is circulated for review. I think that
some of the questions uncovered in gathering information for the
fable can be settled by the Committee, thereby avoiding needless
banter on the part of people with more opinions than responsi-
bilities in the subject areas.

Please review the attached copy of the Option Table and bring it
with you to Wednesday's Guidance Committee Meeting. In the
meantime, Trudy and John will be happy to provide any background
information you may want on the data included in the Table.

Je L. Ae

Enclosure

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION .



ANALOG-~*O-DIGITAL

COMPUTER OPTION LITERATURE6

Option PDP~1 PDP-4 PDP-S PDP-6 PDP-7

Analog-to-Digital Converter 137
(11-bit) F-55

General Purpose Analog-to- 138 138 138 138 138

Digital Converter F-13 (138) F-13 (138) F-13 (138) 13 (138) F-13 (138)
_- _

High Speed Analog-to-Digital 142 142 142

Converter (10-bit) F-13 (142) F-13 (142) F-13 (142)

Multiplexed Analog-to-Digital 138/139 138/139 138/139 138/139 138/139
Converter F-13 (138/139) F-13 (138/139) F-13 (138/139) F-13 (138/139) 13 (138/139)

DISPLAYS AND PLOTTERS

Incremental Plotter 350
F 55

348
F-43/53. (34)
30 N
F-13 (30)

Oscilloscope Display 34C "34A
F-43/53 (34) F~43/53 (34)

Precision CRT Display 30E,G,H,J,K,M 30D,G,L
F-13 (30) F-13 (30)

Symbol Generator 33 (with 30 G,H) 33 (with 30G)
F-13/43 (33) F~13/43 (33)

Portable Display Tester
*(Also used with 31) 371 (with 31) 371 (with30D, 31)

Monitor Display
*(Also used with 340) 373 (with 30) (with 30)

371 (with 31) 371 (with 31)

Photomultiplier Light Pen
*(Also used with 340 and 31)
-Carmera Mount

370
F-03 (370) F-03 (370)

370

372*(Also used with 340)

@
other options

343 (with 340)
F-65

370
F-03 (370) (370)F-03

F-43/53 (34)
30D
F~13 (30)

371 (with 31)

373

370 370
3 (370)

372 372 372



COMPUTER OPTION LITERATURE (continued)

Option PDP-1 PDP-4 PDP-5 PDP-6 PDP-7

Precision Incremental CRT 340 340 346 (340+ 342 + 344)
Display F-13 (340) F~-13 (340) F-65

Character Generator 342 342
F-13 (340) F-13 (340)

Subroutine Option 347 347 347

Ultra Precision CRT Display
F-13 (31) F-13 (31) F-13(31) SFIS @I)

MEMORIES AND DRUMS

Core Memory 4K 155, 161-A (Spsec)

Core Memory 12K 170C 161-C

Core Memory 16K 170D 163C (2ysec) and
161D

Core Memory Control For 121A,B,C,andD
1,2,3, or 4, 170's

Flip-Flop Memory 162
F-05

Drum Memory used with Drum
Control 236 and Drum Processor 237
167

Parallel Drum 23
F- 5D

F-13 (31)

170A 134 147
F-71

Core Memory 8K 1708 135 143Band 161F (usec) 149
F-65 F-71

Core Memory Extension 171 (with 170) 151 148
Control F-7]
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COMPUTER OPTION LITERATURE (continued)

PDP-6 PDP~7Option PDP-1 PD P-4 PDP=5

Serial Drum 8K 250A (12 bit)
F-53 (250)

Sector Option for 250 251

Serial Drum 16K 250B (12 bit)
F-53 (250)

Serial Drum 32K 24E (flying head) 250C 24E (flying head) 24E24E (flying head)
F-71 F-13 (24)F-13 (24) F-13 (24) F-53 (250) F-13 (24)

24F 24F 24F 24FSerial Drum 65K - flying head
F-13 (24) F-13 (24) F-13 (24) F-71 F--13 (24)

Serial Drum 131 - flying head 24G 24G 24G 24G
F-13 (24) F-13 (24) F-13 (24) F-13 (24)

CENTRAL PROCESSOR OPTIONS
Automatic Priority Interrupt 120 143

F-15D F-45
Extended Arithmetic Element

F-13 (18)

High Speed Multiply and 153
Divide 7 F-53 (153)

IN-OUT CONNECTIONS AND

172

1771 18

CONTROLS
132

F-13 (132)
133 129

F-13 (133) F-53 (129)
127

3 @
F-] 3 (131)

136
F-65

Clock Multiplexer

Data Interrupt Multiplexer 173

Device Selector Extension

Con 131Data
F-13(131)

174



4

.COMPUTER-OPHOWN LITERATURE (continued)

PDP-7Option PDP-] PDP-4 PDP-5 PDP-6

High Speed Channel Control 19
F-15D

Relay Buffer 140 140 140

MAGNETIC TAPE HANDLING
EQUIPMENT

+

Magnetic Tape Transport 50 50 50 50 50
F-15D F-55

570Magnetic Tape Transport 570 570 570 570
F-03 (570) F-03 (570) F-03 (570) F-03 (570) F-03 (570)

Programmed Magnetic 51 54
Tape Control F-15-D
Automatic Magnetic Tape 52 510 57A S7A 516 57A
Control 5 15-D F-65F-13(510) F-13 (57A) F-13 (57A) F13 (S7A)

Microtape Dual Transport 555 555 555 555 555
F-03 (550) F-03 (550) F-55 F-03 (550) F-03 (550)

550AMicrotape Program Con-= 550 550 550A 551
trol (Word Transfer) F-03 (550) F-03 (550) F-55 F-65 F-03 (650)

Microtape Data Break Con- 553 553 552
trol (Block Transfer)

Microtape Storage Unit for 530 530 530 530 530
555

PERFORATED TAPE AND CARD
HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Card Punch (100 cpm) 40 40 450 ABOA
3F-13 (40) F-13 (40) F-55 F-65 (40)

Card Punch (300 cprn) A60B e
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COMPUTER OPTION LITERATURE (continued)

Option PDP-1 PDP-4 PDP-5 PDP-6 PDP-7

A21ACard Reader (200 cpm) 421A 421A ASIA 461A
F-15D F-55 F-65

Perforated Tape Punch 75 75A 76l 75
F-45 F-55 F-65

Perforated Tape Reader 444 750 760
F-65F-55

Perforated Tape Spooler (for 435
#2500 Digitronics Reader)
Perforated Tape Spooler (for 436
Teletype Punch)

PRINTERS

Automatic Line Printer (300 lpm) 644 644 645 646
F-65

Automatic Line Printer ( 000 lpm) 680
F-65
630 630Data Communication System
630 Bulletin 630 Bulletin

Printer-Keyboard 65 65 626
F-45 F-65



b

June 16, 1964
Status: PDP~6 Construction

J. SmithH. Anderson « E. Harwood
S. Olsen R. Savell
R. Best A. Kotoxk
G. Bell R. Frith

M.I.T. (Project MAC) Delivery 8/17/64

K. Olsen N. Mazzarese

PDP-6-2 Central Processor
Delivered to Computer Checkout.

16K Memory 163C-162
Construction completed, to Jim McKalipfor off-line checkout.

Micro Tape Control 551 and Data Control 136
Construction completed, delivered to Bob Reed foroff-line checkout.

Reader, Punch, Printer Control 760, 761, 626
Construction completed, off-line checkout complete,installed into the central processor.

Missing Modules

Model Number Present Status Available Date

9 - 6203 Assembly 6/26/64

Brooknaven Delivery 9/7/64

PDP-6-3 Central Processor
Logic wiring and power wiring complete. QualityControl inspection complete and signed off.
Received modification number 17 yesterday, June 15,
1964. Modification will be completed and the machine
available for Checkout June 18, 1964.

CORPORATIC : :
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Paper Tape Reader and Control 760
Construction complete. Off-line checkout will be
complete by the end of next week.

i6K Memory 163-162
"Engineering Hold": J. McKalip

Micro Tape Control 551 and Data Control 136
Construction 90 per cent complete. Available foroff-line checkout June 22, 1964.

Line Printer 646-3
"Engineering Hold": L White

Missing Modules

Model Number Present Available Date

3 - 1316 Test 6/19/64
6 - 6227 Test 6/18/64

36 - 6205 6/26/64
13 - 6206 Final Assembly 6/24/64
9 - 6203 Test 6/26/64

University of Western Australia Delivery 11/16/64

PDP-6-4 Central Processor
Presently Bay 1 and Bay 2 are being wired together.Ali cabinets and associated hardware have been
received. Operator control and indicator panels
are being assembled. Construction will be compieted
and the central processor available for Checkout
by July 10, 1964.

Line Printer Logic 646
"Engineering Hold": L. White

Card Reader Logic 461
Delivered to Jim Sullivan for off-line checkout.

Micro Tape Control 551 and Data Control 136
Will be available for off-line checkout July 1, 1964.

a
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PDP-6-5 Central Processor

To date, I have not received a construction
requisition for this system.
The central processor will be available for
checkout July 20, 1964.



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
Classroom Training

TO FROM
Computer Guidance ee Bou Lechman

all Sales Personnel

e DATE

BR limited training weeds rmat be issucc due ta
aM ity of instructors, The folloving schedule

is in effect co Programming Ceuxse,

convening S August 64, Mme veck in lusgth, PDP-5

tepance Cc : ne 10 Aucust, one weelh,

Attendance will be limited to present customers on @

first come, first serve haais. Attendance will also be

limited te G people with a maximum of 2 fer any customer.

Cancellation for ottemianse cx the couvee will be

nonavai lah; +

Ub Lota33

Confirmation of can be cbtained from Hiss Eleanor

RBayron, extension -4

expected at leant one wack : to the convening
to allow for cescheduliug of personnel,

A compli claus schedule for the remaining portion
of 1964 will be issued by the and of July.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT MIT - Project MAC
TO

H. Anderson

never got around to correcting it.
before I left, I corrected it and

suggestion.

under consideration are:

M. Minsky feels the Model 33 is a

Club for an anti MACRO-6 movement.

to teach a course at MAC. I said
healthy there?

CC: Nick Mazzarese
A. Kotok

@ G. Bell

DATE June 17, 1964

FROM
R. Lane

I visited with R. Mills today to obtain a final P.O. on the
traded system. It appears that our original plans included
$156,100 for the Type 166-621. We discussed this one day but

In preparing my notes
now we owe them money on the

trade? I suggested to Dick that he use the "windfall" for
additional micro tape units. He thought that was a good

Further procurements are subject to this contract being
extended and this is expected August 1, 1964. These items

Type 163C - 16K, 2 wsec memory
Type 162 - Fast Memory
Type 340 - Display (Trade old Type 30)

step backwards since it
doesn't have upper-lower case, etc. Consequently, he has
asked us to look into the IBM Selectric (which John Ward is
using) and use it on the PDP-6. I advised A. Kotok of this
and he will pursue it from an interface standpoint.

MAC has hired a left winger who represents the Model Railroad
He is to write a super

assembler for the PDP-6. I told Dick we would cooperate in
any way we could and definitely wanted the results - for free?

Dick further requested about 50 additional copies of the handbook
OK! More exposure is very

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION » MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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4 MEMORANDUM
INTHROFFICE

:

Computer Guidance Committee

1.

DATE June 22, 1964
Status of PDP-6-2 (MAC) -

FROM Alan Kotok :

Processor 166

We are still waiting for modules (6203).These are promised for this Friday. In the mean-
time, varrous mods are being put in. The machine
has run all test programs not requiring the shift
count modules. No trouble is anticipated in (gettingthe processor going

:

Memory 163Core2.

from J. McKalip is August 1 on line.
This proect seems to be having its troubles.Latest estimate

Fast Memory 162

:

3. :

As a result cf recent discussions with Bob
Savell, the 162 is now being re-designed to be
associated with only one processor. Bob says that
design should be complete by this weekend, and that
production should be able to start work by 6 July.

:

:

:

Microtape Control 5514

This unit has just been delivered to Checkout.
Bob Reed is out this week, but Dave Ambrose seems
ready to start preliminary cneckout.

:

:

Data Control 136

R. Reed has been checking this unit out for
the past week or so, and as far as I can gather,

5 :

there are no bad problems. Again, R. Reed's absence
may cause some delay.
Tape Reader 7606.

This unit has been in use for some time, and
is essentially complete.
Tape Punch 7617.

The punch has been installed in the processorafter extensive off-line checkout, It hasn't gotten

p EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD,



Page Two

much use yet, but no troubles- are anticipated.
8. Teletyne 626

Same comments as punch apply here.

Summary:

Things seem to be moving along fairly smoothlywith the exception of the fast memory. Since this is not
an essential component of the system, we should be ok.
Although the construction req. calls for August 17 delivery,
the original date of August 31 is the more realistic. We
should be able to deliver on August 31.

AX/11
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P 1292

1194

1228
1229

P 1274
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1298

1032
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PDP=7 DEVELOPMENT AND PROTOTYPE

LINC DEVELOPMENT
LINC

PRINTERS AND TYPEWRITERS
20 COL LINE PRINTER & CONT DEVELOP &
FOR MODULE TESTER
PRINTER KEYSOARDGCONTROL TYPE 626 DEVG PROTO
646 LINE PRINTERGCONT 300 LPM DEVEPROTS PDP=6
TYPEWRITER ENGINEERING
PDP=S ASR TELEPRINTER AND CONTROL
680 LINE PRINTER AND CONTROL 1060 LPM PDP-6
64 LINE PRINTERGCONTR ANELEX JOO LPM PDP1+4e

PROTOTYPE

PROGRAMMING
POP=] PROGRAMMING
POP=4 PROGRAMMING
PDP-5 PROGRAMMING
POP=6 PROGRAMMING
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
PDP=1 MAINTENANCE AND DIAGNOSTIC
PDP=4 MAINTENANCE AND DIAGNOSTIC

MAINTENANCE AND DIAGNOSTIC
PDP=6 MAINTENANCE AND DIAGNOSTIC
COMPUTER=AIDED DESIGN
POP=4 PROGRAMMING SYSTEM
ACCOUNTING PROGRAMMING
MANUFACTURING PROGRAMMING
ADVERTISING PROGRAMMING
LINC MAINTENANCE AND DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAMMING

PROSRAMMING
PROGRAMMING
PROGRAMM ENG
PROGRAMMING

SPECIAL SYSTEMS
MEMORY TESTER DEVELOPMENT
CORE HANDLER
CORE TESTER DEVELOPMENT

Page 4
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DATE June 24, 1964SUBJECT Cost Center Coding
Revised July 8, 1964Re-issue

TO All managers FROM R. Dill

Effective June 29, 1964, this revised cost center list should
be used,
of Alfa codes.

The change involves the use of numeric codes instead

The names of the cost centers have not changed as such. The new
listing follows.
Cost. Center Responsibility Code

Home Office Sales 8, Olsen 1
Los Angeles Sales S.Olsen 2
Palo Alto Sales S. Olsen 3
Washington D.C. Sales S. Olsen 4
New Jersey Sales S. Olsen 5
Pittsburq Sales Olsen8, 6Illinois Sales S. Olsen 7
Ann Arbor Sales S. Olsen 8
Orlando Sales 8. Olsen 9
Denver Sales S. Olsen 10
Northwest Sales S. Olsen il
Texas Sales So Olsen 12
New Enqland Sales S. Olsen 13
Technical Publications O Atwood 14
Customer Relations R. Beckman 15
United Kinqdom Leng 16
Canada D. Dovle L7
Germany 18G. Huewe
Japan J. Fadiman 19
Sweden J. Fadiman 20

R, Smart 2h
France J, Fadiman 22
Drafting R. Melanson 23
Engineering R. Best. 24
Proqramming G. Bell 25
Model Shop G. Gerelds 26
Systems-Enqineerina P. Greene

__

27

Quality Control Ro Hughes 20

Australia

28test Equipment R, Hughes
Computer Checkout E. Harwood 29

Mechanical Enaineerina L. Prentice 31
Production Control 32M. Sandler



Silk Sereening_ M, Sandler 8
Module Assembiy M. Sandler 34
Final Test M. Sandler 35
Maintenance J. Culkins 36
Sub System Assembly Jo Smith 37
Sheet Metal L. Prentice 38
Machine Shop Lo Prentice 39
General Administration Ro Mills 41
Purchasing H. Crouse 42
Personnel Ro Lassen 43



§ NTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 24, 1964

Checkout of Brookhaven PDP-6~3
TO Computer Guidence Committee FROM Ed Harwood

The Central Processor arrived in the Checkout area on Friday, 6/19/64,
with some of the large modules missing. (6205, 6206). These are
expected by 6/26/64.

As soon as the modules are delivered, we should go on two--ten hour,
two-man shifts...

On the assumption we have manpower to do this, I expect the check-
out of the Central Processor to take at least ten weeks. We will
need one more month to get the whole system out of the house and
into the trailer. Total time - 3 months.

To further insure that we deliver in this time, we will need one,
and possibly two, back-up men to cover for vacations during this

haSS considered wvossible candidates for
eda OD Ci ew:

1

2. Don Murphy cc
3. Ted Stroilo Eng
4. Bill Colburn Eng
5. Bob Clemens FS.
6. Ken Senior F.S.

ZQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: 6/25/64

SUBJECT: Sales Programming

TO: Computer Guidance Committes FROM: N. MazzareseJ. Ridgeway

in an effort to identify the problems in the softwere area end
separate fact fromfiction, Jack Ridgeway, Boe Beckman and
myself have spent a good deal of time in the last month ana-

the situation.

it is quite clear that our customers are, in general, quite
dissatisfied with our solllhvere. This creates a need for ex-
pensive quick fixes J.e., sending Dave Fellews to JPL for
aweek) and ects as a deterrent in future sales. We have,
therefore, decicied io create a new sofiware group headed by
Jock Ridgeway which, genevaily, will be responsible for pro~
gram maintenance,decumentciion, and description as well as

>

4

giving our sofiware a "salesy" look.

The functions of this group are outlined in the following and
hove bean discussed and agreed to by Sten Olsen, Gordon Bell,
Nick Mazzarese, Bob Beckmen, Win Hindle and Jack Ridgeway.

is proposed that the name of this group be"Seles Programming' .

NA



@ A. Frogram Documentation and Maintenance

1. Documentation

All programs for customer use will be submitted to
the sales programming group before distribution.
The symbolic program tape, listlag, and write-up,
as prepared by the original author, will be sub-
mitted,

The tape will be working version which has been
verified oy certified by the original programmer.

The write-up will be a technical explanetion of
the program and will contain the inforaation
specified in the write-up standards.

if the deta supplied by the systems or engineering
programmes is not sufficient or not ina usable for,
the original author will be requested to supply she
correct data.

The sales pregranming group will attempt to use the
submitted program according te the usage description
in the technical write-up. Any differences in the
operation of the program and the specifications sub-
mitted by the programmer will be discussed and the
apstopriate cowections made 'either in the rape or
write-up). At this time all progresn bugs will be
removed and minor modifications will be made.

By checking, debugging and modifying the original
aragrem the soles programmer will become familiar
enough willl the program to clean up the jape, make
the symbatics more meaningfu!, improve the flow
chart, and rewrite the program documentation. {In

addition to the documentation aspect, the sales
programmer will have encugh of a working knowledge
of the program to mointain it.

2. Mainfonence

There are two categories of program maintenance:

a. Propomml or suggested program modifications

and customers. They will be documented
These will come fram both in house users

and filed in the library and periodically
reviewed,



a

Dependiag on their worth d/or ease
of iraplemeniation, the modifications
will be made and a new write-up cad
tape will ve made. This in no wey
affects the operations new connected
with the DECUS library. Straight
forward modifications will be made by
the sales programmers and gross charges
will be made with cooperation from the
original prograrnming group. This type
of change wiil be kept at a minimum.

b. Program Errors (Bugs)

These will receive immediate attention
and modified tapes will be distributed.
Again most of these fixes can be mace
by the sales programmers.

To implement these procedures, we have to do the
following:

t. Inforn all users that we have a maintenance
procedure.

2. Request that ail outside user epsoint a
delegate to communicate with DEC. This
delegate will help keep down the noise
by being a single channel from each cus-
tomer and by doing some preliminary
evaluation before modifications are ra-
quested. Al! users will be infonned of
the procedure and their cocperation will
be requested.

B. Program Distribution

New users will be given a complete set of programs and

modifications are made in write-ups or tapes they will be
redistributed to the users with a memo describing the changes

heir names w itt be added to the distribution list. When

made.

A backlog of tapes and write-ups will be maintained so that
new users will net watt to ceceive thely materiais.
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All sales offices will receive a copy of new write-ups and
possibly receive program tapes if they have a computer.

Joan Cowles will continue to take care of the distribution.
She should have some assistance. Jack Ridgeway will
supervise her ond establish some procedures and schedules.

C. Software Sales

i. Help present and furure customers appreciate the ad-
vantages of our software by direct contact as well as
by offering direction and assistance to the rest of the
sales staff in becoming more software oriented.

2. Assist advertising in their efforts to make brochures,
product bulletins, and option write-ups more software
oriented.

3. Prepare software specifications in the form of capa-bilities and comparisons as well as other sales aids.

Set up demonstrations for visiters and shows and either
wiite or coordinate the writing of demonstration pro-
grams.

a. Design and implement demonstration
programs that will display the compe-
tence of cur processors in various data
prosessing areas {i.e., process conircl,
physics applications, medical applica-
tions, etc.).

BD. Customer Programming and Assistance

1. Answer customer's technical questions relating to pro-
gramming of our computers.



Base
INTEROFFICE

§
a MEMORANDUM

DATE June 26, 1964

SUBJECT Your Memo Of June 17 Concerning PDP-6 Computer Systems

TO Bob Lane FROM Bob Savell

If you will pull out your copy of my memo for June 3 toncerning two microsecond
memories you will see that Jim McKalip is suppose to be producing for five which
would be done soon enough to meet the schedule you suggested. In addition, |

would like to suggest the following delivery schedule:

Serial Number Delivery Date To The Customer

#5 for L. RL. - Novermber 30
December 2]#6 for Rut
January .15#7 for Oregon

"gers

February 10#8 for Adams
#9 for Univ. of Pennsylvania February 28

Please note that the Oregon system, which is a very large one, will be a real dog
to deliver by this date as it will not go to Checkout until sometime during September.
Please consider my recent memo on checkout time as soon as possible in order that we
may avoid unhappy customers.

Copies to: E, Harwood

J. McKalip
R. Beckman

N. Mazzarese
G. Bell

RES/II

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



June 29, 1964
The problem of FORTRAN Maintenance
He. Anderson Dave FellowsJ. RidgewayR. Wilson
H. Morse rrr

:

=<
-d

G&
G 1) The operating systems. (status)

a)

b)

e)

There are two (executive) operating systems On the books,

one for microtape, one for normal mag tape. The microtape systen
has not been worked on since April 21 or thereabouts when develop-

ment work ' was "stopped to prepare for the SJCC.

The normal mag tape system which I feel has moreore potential than

the microtape system and is in fact easier to implement. has not been

worked on for ten days (see 3 4)

2) pit recently took the trouble to send me a memo which makes the

following points
New Fortran tapes are not documented.

The operational Fortran language is not properly documented.

c) Xs the library operating being properly supervised (Fortran)?

There are entirely too many Fortran tapes.

A suggestion to re-program format statement processing.

3) Comments on 2 t

a) Thisis a reasonable objection. I have been writing Fortran

System Notes" for information on any pertinent subject and this is

certainly one.
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(Existing notes

The Fortran assembler qua assembler; Error Reports, Diagnosis,Corrections and use of the IBM Compatible 57A Fortran opsys.)
b) I had hoped that Shag Graetz could do this but it is not
reasonable to expect anyone unfamiliar with the details of the
Fortran produced machine language to write about it. 'This is
something I will have to do; a limited and capsule version

appears as appendix one in the "Summary". One of the necessary

subjects is an exhaustive treatment of arrays 'and their handling.
c) Supervising the librarian is my responsibility in this area

area

I've been trying but, for example, I don't know to whom tapes
have been sent or systen notes. The list of Fortran users is
nearly as long as that of PDP-4 users.

a) At present there are four binary systems in the library.
I have on my desk a request from Mass Generali Hospital to supply

a 4K version with EAE capability. The point Dit makes is that

with proper documentation of the English tapes we could ask the

customer to assemble his own version from a large symbolic library.
If the documentation existed, this might feasible. but there

are problems. Por example, every time an error is found (see B4)

a new English tape must go out to the user with the necessary

eventuality:
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1) Either he must be sufficiently competent to write and

assemble (or use DDT) his own binary patch,

2) or he must reassemble the operating systen, get new defin-
itions for the assembler, make a new symbol table for same,

"and reassemble his library tape.

Neither of these procedures is too formidable or particularly
terrifying to a competent programmer versed in our system,

but I hesitate to ask this competence of Dr. Lidofsky at

Columbia, Dr. King at Mass. General Hospital, not even sure

of Don Norman at Harvard ~~ the non-programmer physicists

at Harwell etc. The point being that so many of our present

users are insufficiently competent. The alternative is higher

cost to us for porgram maintenance, for example, five docu-

mented and probably different error corrections for one

detected error.

e) No matter how valid re-programming might be, I don't

pelieve it should be done. We can't continually re-start
and make money on the deal.

4) Since the Fortran System tapes were put into the library, the

following errors have been noted:

a) "A" format input. -A parenthesis was lost from an edited

tape giving an introduced error.

b) Floating divide was: reported by Foxboro to have an error.

This took three days to find, diagnose, and cure; 'the algorithm
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used had a rather subtle error.

c) Floating point addition with EAE had an error. I found

this when I took advantage of the presence of an EAE in check-

out to give the modified programs a good work-out; this had

not previously been done.

dad) Both Dr. Noxman at Harvard and Dr. Lidofsky at Columbia
reported

reported that Hollerith Output did not work on their brand new

tapes. It turned out to be a problem with the slash punctuation

(c/R) when used alone with a Hollerith list item.

5) Many of our potential customers for Fortran Systems have bench-

mark problems which they would like to see run. One which I did for

George Rice recently took a day to re-write and run it was a matrix

triple product of dimension 30 x 30. My agenda for this evening is
another one of like nature for potential customers from R.P.L. -- I

regard this as a necessary and proper thing for me to do since no one

else can, but it is time consuming. As an aside, card input for

Fortran (Dit thinks this works), card input for the ope rating system

(non existent) and data handling for micro-tape (non-existend) have

been requested by these customers.

6) The point of all this is to suggest that Fortran for both the

PDP-4 and eventually the PDP-7 is time-consuming in the extreme. From

g 1 you'll note that the operating systems (necessary) are progressing

hardly at all (I did work on 'the second for a day recently). Modifi-~

cation of programs for the PDP-7 stands at absolute zero. We've

4

1

1

1
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discussed tais before, but 'reiteration can't hurt. The potential
market for the 4-7 as a Fortran processor has hardly been scratched,
but old customers need support, new customers need selling and guar-
.anteed support. At the moment my time is budgeted up to and beyond
the hilt. We need a more sophisticated assembly system for the 7,
"What is to be done?"

7) «I've effected a rapprochement, -at least temporarily, with Lidofsky
at Columbia, who felt I'd insulted him, and Norman at Harvard who'

felt I was neglecting him. I'll spend a day at Harvard next week --

an unpredictable but necessary expenditure of time. Some further notes

a) Lidofsky would like to write line-at-a-time records on

mag tape for listing on his line printer. The present opsys

writes one card records, one item per card which is not too

appropriate for line printers. I've promised him to look into

it, not sure how much programming is involved. Notice that

'unless'we restrict the peripheral configuration of a Fortran

System, which I regard as undesirable, re-prog, amming and

extension of existing programs will always be implied.

b) Harwell (and possibly JPL) have an extended memory.

Subroutines and/or documentation should be provided to allow

them to access data out of the Fortran core bank.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT The problem of FORTRAN Maintenance
DATE June 29, 1964

TO Anderson FROM Dave Fellows
J. Ridgeway
R. Wilson
H. Morse III

1) The operating systems. (status)
There are two (executive) operating systems on the books,

one for microtape, one for normal mag tape. The microtape system

has not been worked on since April 21 or thereabouts when develop-

ment work was stopped to prepare for the SJCC.

The normal mag tape system which I feel has more potential than

3 the microtape system and is in fact easier to implement has not been

worked on for ten days (see @ 4)

2) Dit recently took the trouble to send me a memo which makes the

following points:
a) New Fortran tapes are not documented.

b) The operational Fortran language is not properly documented.

c) Is the library operating being properly supervised (Fortran)?

d) There are entirely too many Fortran tapes.

e) A suggestion to re-program format statement processing.

3) Comments on 2

a) This is a reasonable objection. I have been writing "Fortran

6 System Notes" for information on any pertinent subject and this is

certainly one.
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(Existing notes: :

The Fortran assembler qua assembler; Error Reports, Diagnosis,
Corrections and use of the IBM Compatible 57A Fortran opsys.)

b) I had hoped that Shag Graetz could do this but it is not

reasonable to expect anyone unfamiliar with the details of the

Fortran produced machine language to write about it. This is
something I will have to do; a limited and capsule version

appears as appendix one in the "Summary". One of the necessary

subjects is an exhaustive treatment of arrays and their handling.

c) Supervising the librarian is my responsibility in this area.

I've been trying but, for example, I don't know to whom tapes

have been sent or system notes. The list of Fortran users is

I have on my desk a request from Mass General Hospital to supply

a 4K version with EAE capability. The point Dit makes is that

with proper documentation of the English tapes we could ask the

customer to assemble his own version from a large symbolic library.

If the documentation existed, this might be feasible. but there

are problems. For example, every time an error is found (see f4)

nearly as long as that of PDP-4 users.

d) At present there are four binary systems in the library.

a new English tape must go out to the user with the necessary

eventuality:

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



1) Either he must be sufficiently Competent to write and

a assemble (or use DDT) his own binary patch,

2) or he must reassemble the operating system, get new defin-

itions for the assembler, make a new symbol table for same,

and reassemble his library tape.

Neither of these procedures is too formidable or particularly

terrifying to a competent programmer versed in our system,

but I hesitate to ask this competence of Dr. Lidofsky at

Columbia, Dr. King at Mass. General Hospital, not even sure

of Don Norman at Harvard -- the non-programmer physicists

at Harwell -- etc. The point being that so many of our present

users are insufficiently competent. The alternative is higher

s cost to us for porgram maintenance, for example, five docu-

mented and probably different error corrections for one

detected error.

e) No matter how valid re-programming might be, I don't

believe it should be done. We can't continually re-start

and make money on the deal.

4) Since the Fortran System tapes were put into the library, the

following errors have been noted:

a) "A" format input. A parenthesis was lost from an edited

tape giving an introduced error.

b) Floating divide was reported by Foxboro to have an error.

This took three days to find, diagnose, and cure; the algorithm
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used had a rather subtle error.

c) Floating point addition with EAE had an error. I found

this when I took advantage of the presence of an EAE in check-

out to give the modified programs a good work-out; this had

not previously been done.

d) Both Dr. Norman at Harvard and Dr. Lidofsky at Columbia

reported that Hollerith Output did not work on their brand new

tapes. It turned out to be a problem with the slash punctuation

(C/R) when used alone with a Hollerith list item.

5) Many of our potential customers for Fortran Systems have bench-

mark problems which they would like to see run. One which I did for

George Rice recently took a day to re-write and run -- it was a matrix

triple product of dimension 30 x 30. My agenda for this evening is

another one of like nature for potential customers from R.P.L. -- I

regard this as a necessary and proper thing for me to do since no one

else can, but it is time consuming. As an aside, card input for

Fortran (Dit thinks this works), card input for the operating system

(non existent) and data handling for micro-tape (non-existend) have

been requested by these customers.

6) The point of all this is to suggest that Fortran for both the

PpP-4 and eventually the PDP-7 is time-consuming in the extreme. From

g 1 you'll note that the operating systems (necessary) are progressing

hardly at all (I did work on the second for a day recently). Modifi-

cation of programs for the PDP-7 stands at absolute zero. We've
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discussed this before, but reiteration can't hurt. The potential
market for the 4-7 as a Fortran processor has hardly been scratched,
but old customers need support, new customers need selling and guar-
anteed support. At the moment my time is budgeted up to and beyond

the hilt. We need a more sophisticated assembly system for the 7.

"What is to be done?"

7) I've effected a rapprochement, at least temporarily, with Lidofsky
at Columbia, who felt I'd insulted hin, and Norman at Harvard who

felt I was neglecting him. I'll spend a day at Harvard next week --

an unpredictable but necessary expenditure of time. Some further notes:

a) Lidofsky would like to write line-at-a-time records on

mag tape for listing on his line printer. The present opsys

writes one card records, one item per card which is not too

appropriate for line printers. I've promised him to look into

it, not sure how much programming is involved. Notice that

unless we restrict the peripheral configuration of a Fortran

System, which I regard as undesirable, re-programming and

extension of existing programs will always be implied.

b) Harwell (and possibly JPL) have an extended memory.

Subroutines and/or documentation should be provided to allow

them to access data out of the Fortran core bank.
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JOB ALLOA PION,

INVEROPPCE MEMORANDUM

MECHANICAL DES. GN

Os ALL Engineers

"To hetrer acquaint all engineers and management with yob responsibility
within the meshanical design department,

Anderson
Maz ZEAL ESE
Sand ler

Maxcy
Maroney
Feiree
UYouse

: Brackeke
Hindle

- ENGINEERS:

@

r

JOB NUMBER OF
EBWNLME

22G0090G03178

HIGGOGH6012 Ie

ROCTGSCAGIZOG

DDOOGOOOOIOTF 3

2500000001177

DHGONNNCH1262

DbOGHO00001 297

MHONGOOG] IOCG

DFUOLGGUOORSOG

FROM™

DESCRIPTION

FNP--6 Development

DALE

a mem will be

sune 30, L364

Loren Prentice
KR. OL
3, Olsen

340 Diepiay Development and
Protet ype

Display development,

Mount img Panel]

PEP-S Deve 1lopment

Develupment and Prototype

Jenne Fai

PHe-7 Memory Development and
Prototype

Mount ind Panels. 1942

hulding plates

push buttan light
Beei

nt, Dev

iesued pus

% COMPLET:

80%

30%

3

:



ERANR

Backholm

Hick Richardson

Loren Prentice

JOB NUMBER OF

POCC900901288

DFHOOOTOGOT291

DOG0GS50C01626

DP0O0ODOOOE 02 3

DP0GOUOOOOI 304

P900000061185

00000000000 34

0000600006001

9006000000004

POOCNGA001237

11000090001 304

6006006000008

po00008001282

pooogeocole9i

9000000006002

00000060600 36

00000600000 33

00600000000 34

DESCRIPTION

ZHSEC Memory Deve a opment
and Prototype

Automated Board Production
Line

Mechanicel Design for iB~ 36
Series Modvleg

New Magnetic Tape Povelopment

% COMPLETEGN

66%DOVOCHSOOL?49

90%

75%

to be used praar to numbex
deeignat ion

Mounting Panels, PDP~ 7 56%

Component Deve iopment. 15%

Mechanical Design of Modules LOOX

Sheet, Metal Shop Adm.

Machine Shop Adin

general Engineer ing,
Building Layout.

Standards

00000000606 13

Solid State Microtape
Derelopment & Pretorype

20%

Component Deve opment

Secor ity

yea 43

PD 7 Development and
pretatype
Mechanics 1 Degign for 18-56
Series Modules

New Teast Equ pment

Mechanical Engineering Adm,

Sheet Metal Shop Adm.

Machine Shop Adm,

20%.

partes ordered



JOB NOMBEP OR
ENGINERK NUMBER DESCRIPTION % COMPLETE

FitzGerald 000000001178 PDP~6 Deve lopment 90%

PO00006001288 Automated Board Production 50%

Rave Nevala 2300000020096 Brookhaven PDP-6 25%

000000020105 University of West Australia 40%
PDP~6

P0000000014 36 Relay Microtape Unit Development 30%

EN

reel holder

DPOOUOOGGOIUZ5 Mounting paneis, febrication ADK
process for module racks

Seott Maller B000O000011 36 Relay Microtape unit development, 50%
clean-up

5090000001178 PDP-6 Development , clean-up 95%

@ DG00690000)]L 301 New A-D Develop, case 25%

282 PDP-~7 Development and Prototype 98%

DOGCOCOC01291 Mechanical Resign for 18~36 90%
Series Modules

000066001792 Linc Development 10%

DOGHSCG0001 345 FDP-5A Development 5%

FOH00000020009 A-D-A Converter 90%

2960000001088 Module Packaging for shipment OPEN

Computer Cabinet Design 30%

Product Identification OPEN



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 30 June 1964

SUBJECT 630 Data Communication System
TO Gordon Bell FROM OD. Smith

Your ability to monopolize this company, to insure that your
projects come first, has caused me quite a bit of hardship. It
just seems that if it isn't your idea, there must be a better way.
Well, I'm tired of defending the 630 System. I feel that I have
surmounted many obstacles (intended or otherwise) in order to make
the 630 a computer option.

Your recent suggestions that possibly the 630 would fare much
better if I were in the Engineering Department, sort of disturbed me.
I would like to suggest that advancement of the 630 is not dependent
upon my location within Digital but that the 630 will advance much
more rapidly under your control, direction and domination. I feel
that the advancement of the 630 System should not be delayed further
and therefore, I am presenting you with the complete system. Attached
to the system are a fair amount of loose ends. These primarily exist
due to your domination in a number of critical areas during the non-
priority reign of the PDP-6. These should pose no problem to you
due to your ability to get things done, at the expense of others.
I would like to suggest that this matter be given your immediate
attention since some systems have been or are about to be ordered and
there are still no production type prints.

I think that July 2 should afford sufficient time for your
assuming complete control of the 630 System.

I do not wish to exchange ideas or opinions with you concerning
this decision unless you are in complete agreement with it. (You
should recognize this method of squelching oposition).

cc: Ken Olsen
H. Anderson
S. Olsen
N, Mazzarese
R. Best
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 30 June 1964
SUBJECT PDP-5 Systems for IT - the Status of the project is as foll
TO Nick Mazsarese FROM OD. Smith

l. R. Lane watching over things very closely. Making customer
contacts.

2. Ed de Castro PDP-5 design and liason with Dick Tringale
on Drum Systen

3. Gordon Bell and A. Kotok doing inexpensive teletype interface.

The capabilities of the above group tend to reflect that suf-
ficient Engineering and Sales effort have been delegated to the project.

I see no reason to be held responsible for the project and will
assume that my responsibilities in this area cease with the issuance
ef this memo.

ce K. Olsen
H. Anderson
8. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
8 MEMORANDUM
d

is.

DATE 30 June 1964
SUBJECT Digital Spare Prices
TO Ken Olsen FROM D. Smith

»H. Anderson
S. Olsen
N. Mazzarese
E. Simeone
D. Kuyamjian

Attached is a list containing Digital purchased products.
Problems arise due to the various methods of mark-up on these
items. When quoting spare items to customers other problems
arise.

If columns in the attached list could be completed and
the Spare unit price be distributed, many pricing problems
would be eliminated.

The availability of the DEC pricing cost should be a valuable
aid for those who design special or new systems.
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Our cost is in our buying quantities.
2. Pricing is for unit only (includes 6 months warranty costs).
3. The price of any major modifications or additional hardware,

engineering, special handling, installation, etc., must be

added to the pricing cost to obtain a system cost.
4. The spare unit price represents the point where the spare

may be most easily interchanged with the original (i.e. the

1.

model 28 KSR requires internal wiring).

MPANY CONFINENTIAI



DEC DEC DEC SpareCost Mark-up Pricing Unit
Cost Price

1 Teletype Corporation

Model 32 RO Friction Feed 370.60
Model 32 KSR (TG) Friction Feed 427.00
Model 32 ASR (TH) Friction Feed 561.00
Model 33 RO (TB) Friction Feed 417.00 .978 825.00Model 33 KSR (TA) Friction Feed 445.00 2.023 900.00Model 33 ASR (TC) Friction Feed 592.00 2.027 1200.00Model 35 Ro (AV) Sprocket Feed 1277.00
Model 35 KSR (AP) Sprocket Feed 1476.00 1.693 2500.00
Model 35 ASR (AS) Sprocket Feed 2313.00 1.729 4000.66BRPE-ll PUNCH 717.80

Soroban
Typewriter 1910.25

3 Digitronics
Model 2500 paper tape reader 769.80
Model 3500 paper tape reader 2145.00

4 Potter Instrument Company

5 Midwestern
Tape Transport 8312.00

6 Anelex
Series 5
Fio - Dec or ASC II characters
50 = 60 cycle operation
Digital levels interface
Includes buffer
300 lines/minute 15,500.00

1250 lines/minute 25,260.00

7 Burroughs
Model B-122 200 cards/minute 6095.00
Model B-124 800 cards/minute 11,900.00

Model 28 RO Sprocket Feed
Model 28 KSR Sprocket Feed 1097.65Model 28 ASR Sprocket Feed

:

2

Model M 906 II Tape Transport 60 cycle! 7475.00
Model M 906 II Tape Transport 50 cycle 7495.0

COMPANY BONFIDENT:(A



DEC DEC DEC Spare
Cost Mark-up Pricing! Unit

Cost Prices

Model RM 503 display 655.00
Model RM 564 display 1388.40

Calcomp Plotters
Model 563

294", 12,000 steps/min, step .01" 8000.00
Model 564
29", 18,000 steps/min, step .005" 9650.00 7

Model 565:
11", 18,000 steps/min, step .01" 4550.00
rack mounted 5050.00

Model 566
11", 18,000 steps/min,step .005" 4950.00.
rack mounted 5450.00

10 Vermont Research
10" Drum, 320 track capacity 3500.00 3.0 10,500.00
1750 RPM, maximum of 8 Bars

Bar (holds 5 Pads) 100.00 3.0 300.00
Pad (heads fer 8 tracks 224.00 3.Q. 672.00

Qo" Drum, 896 track capacity 7500.00 3.9" 22,500.00
750 RPM, maximum of 8 Bars

Bar (holds 14 pads) 300.00 3.0 900.00
Pad (heads for 8 tracks) 224.00 3.0 672.00 : :

11 Monroe
Model 1046

2290.0016 column line printer
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